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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY AUGUST 23, 1907.

VOL. 44.
DEMURRERS FILED
IN

IKR

GASES

Insufficient Cause
of Action is
Claimed
OTHER

RAISED

QUESTIONS

These Suits are First Brought
Following Investigation Into Alleged Frauds.
Demurrers were

FE NEW M exiCan

filed today in

the

cases now pending in the Federal
court of the Second judicial district,
which were instituted by Special Assistants to the Attorney General
Ormsby Mcllarg and Peyton Gordon
and entitled the United States of
America vs. the Territory of New
Mexico et al. There are three of the
suits in all and they were brought for
the purpose of endeavoring to have
set aside deeds to certain tracts of
timber lands which were purchased
from the Territory by the American
Lumber Company and Clark M. Carr.

Illegality of contracts are allegations
set forth in the complaints, it being
claimed that the timber lands involved
were secured by fradulent means.
The Americau Lumber Company is
in two of the
named as a
cases and Clark M. Carr in the other,

while Miguel A. Otero, former Gpvet't-o- r
of New Mexico, George W.
former attorney general, and
Alpheus A. Keen, former commissioner of public lands, are made jarties
defendant to all three suits. The Territory, in its demurrers, which were
drawn up by Assistant Atorney General R. C. Gortner, maintains that the
Federal government has no sufficient
cause of action. The demurrers also
state that the court has no jurisdiction
in these cases and a number of other
specific questions are raised. Other
demurrers will be filed by the attorneys for the American Lumber Company and Mr, Carr as well as by counsel for Messrs. Otero, Prichard and
Keen.
These suits are the first in which U
is sought to restore lands to the Territory by the Federal government
that are alleged to have been fradu-lentlacquired by individuals and corporations. Others, it is said, may be
filed later and the outcome of these
causes, will be watched eagerly, not
only by the legal profession but by
people generally throughout New Mex-- '
Ico. If the demurrers are sustained by
the court the cases will of necessity
be dismissed and the writs of Injunctions dissolved. If the demurrers are
overruled it, is expected the suits may
be carried to the United States supreme court for final decision and adPrl-char-

y

judication.

Appended is a copy of the general
demurrer filed by the Territory in one
of the cases Involving the American
Lumber Company. The other two are
along similar lines, with possibly a
few minor changes. The demurrer in

question follows:
Demurrep to the Complaint.
In the Second Judicial District Court
of the Territory of New Mexico.
United States of America, Plaintiff,
vs.
No. 3.
No. 1224.)
Docket
(Marshall's
Territory of New Mexico, et al, Defendants.
Comes the defendant, the Territory
of New Mexico, by Albert B. Fall, Its
attorney general, and demurs to the
complaint of the plaintiff, the United
States of America, and for grounds
of such demurrer shows:
1. That, as appears upon the face
of the complaint, this court has no
jurisdiction of the .person of the defendant, the Territory of New Mexico.
.

2. That the defendant,
the Territory of iNew Mexico, herein sought to
be impleaded is not subject to action
instituted in said court against it
without its consent.
3. That dt does not appear that the
defendant, the Territory of New Mexico, herein sought to be impleaded,
has by statute or otherwise consented
that it may be sued herein.
4. That it does not appear that by
any act of Congress, legislating for
said Territory of New Mexico, or otherwise, consent has been given that
the said Territory may be sued here-

in.
5. That the relations of the United
States of America and its Territories
are such that questions which may
arise between them are not judicial
but political, determinable and
by Congress and the political
branches of the general government,
but not capable of adjudication be-- '
tween the general government and its
territories in the courts.
6. That, if sued in its sovereign
capacity, the Territory of New Mexico, like a state, can only foe held to

answer by original action in the Supreme Court of the United States.
7.
That the Territory of New Mexico is organized, created and constituted with lawful functions only and
is incapable of doing things which are
unlawful, in Itself, that to charge that
the Territory of New Mexico, having none but lawful powers and capacity to do lawful things, has unlawfully conspired, as set forth in the
complaint, is to charge an absurdity,
repugnant to the law and Impossible
of being true.
8. That the Territory of New Mexico as such cannot have conspired unlawfully or otherwise, having no capacity so to do. Its officers may conspire, but when they do so they cease
to represent or bind the Territory
of New Mexico, but the complaint
herein attempts to charge the Territory of New Mexico with fraud and
'
conspiracy.
9. That the court has no jurisdiction of the subject of this action.
10. That the plaintiff, the United
Stales of America, has no legal capacity to sue herein.
11. That this defendant is not, nor
W.
are the defendants, "George
Prichard, as attorney general of the
Territory of New Mexico," Miguel A.
Otero or Alpheus A. Keen, necessary
cr proper parties to complete determination of any cause of action which
the plaintiff, the United States of
America, may have herein.
12. That the complaint
does not
slate facts sufficient to .constitute a
cause of action.

That it appears by the complaint herein that all the lands in
13.

the complaint described were duly and
legally selected, and that the title
thereto passed out of the United
States to the Territory of New Mexino
co, wherefore the plaintiff has
cause of action to demand an accountin reing therefor, or an injunction
spect thereto, cr a judgment for money damages on account thereof, but
such cause of action, if any there be,
is shown upon the face of the complaint to pertain to the Territory of
New Mexico or to the institutions and
beneficiaries of such grant.
14. That said complaint
is contradictory and repugnant to itself
in setting forth, in paragraph X thereof, that the funds constituted by said
lands belong to the University of said
Territory, and thereafter praying for
judgment in favor of plaintiff on account of the alleged waste and destruction of such funds and lands.
15. That said complaint is brought
by the grantor of property or the stated creator of a trust as alleged, to enforce that which the complaint characterizes as a trust, and shows on its
face that the subject of such alleged
trust had passed from the plaintiff to
the Territory of New Mexico for the
benefit of certain Institutions of said
Territory; that such action is unpre
cedented the grantor or creator of a
trust having no cause oC action in
regard thereto; that the right of action to enforce a trust is either in
the cestui que trust who has suffered
damage by the action of the trustee,
or by the trustee to correct errors in
the performance of the trust by its
agents; that the plaintiff, as trustor
as it characterizes itself in said complaint, is without any cause or right
of action in the premises.
16. That if any right
in
exists
plaintiff, the United States of America, to declare a forfeiture of alleged
conditions attached to a grant of
lands, such right is only in the Congress of the United States.
17. That, as appears upon the face
of the complaint, the plaintiff has no
interest in the contract which it seeks
to cancel, or in the lands referred to
in such contract.
18. That the said complaint is insufficient, vague, uncertain, and improper pleading; states conclusions of
law and matter of argument, and fails
to set forth a cause of action as
against this defendant, the Territory
of New Mexico.
Wherefore, this defendant and its
attorney general pray to be hence dismissed, with costs.
ALBERT B. FALL,
Attorney General for the Territory of
New Mexico, Santa Fe, N. M.
R. C. GORTNER,
Assistant Attorney General of
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appellee, vs. Victor Telies, appellant.
Appeal from district court of Bernalillo County.
No. 1201, Territory of New Mexico,
apellee, vs. George B. Woodward et
al., appellants. Appeal from district
court of Bernalillo County.
Xo. 1211, Territory of New Mexico,
appellee, vs. Tom Caldwell and Lee
Caldwell, appellants.
Appeal from
district court of Guadalupe County.
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Stopping Deliveries Adjourned Session
From New York
at Chambers in
Packing Houses
Capitol
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SCHOOL TEACHERS
AS SOCIAL FACTORS

TWO HELD

FOR

SPRINGER KILLING

Hotel
Proprietor Have
Hearing

Slayers

of

at High School
Last Evening by Professor
of Agricultural College.

Interesting Lecture

IMMINENT 23 CASES

Mac-arth-

I

FOR

A
audience gathered at
the High School last evening to listen
to the lecture on "The Teacher as a
Social Factor," which was delivered
by Professor John R. Macarthur, who
occupies the chair of English at the
New Mexico College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts.
Among those
present were a number of teachers of
the public schools of the city, and
those who have been in attendance at
the teachers' institute of Santa Fe
County, which closed yesterday.
Professor Macarthur is an interesting talker and his address was listened to attentively and with evident
After a few introducappreciation.
tory remarks the speaker plunged into
the subject of his address, discussing
the social status of the teacher in ancient, medieval and comparatively recent limes. He said in part :
"it is necessary for the teachers of
the present day to ask themselves
some frank questions:
What does
the world think of teachers? What
do they think of themselves? Why are
they teachers? There is need of more
thought in this world.
"To determine the position of a
teacher as a social factor we have to
know the opinion the community has
of him. A man's influence varies directly as the opinion held of him. The
personality of the teacher is a vital
thing; but very few people regard
The
teachers in the proper light.
teachers ought to educate the parents
as well as the children. The public
does not realize what the good teacher can contribute to society.
"The hazy views of the public concerning teachers is perhaps due to the
fact that the teachers themselves
have a hazy notion about their own
profession.
"How are we to know what should
characterize the ideal teacher? The
public and our pupils can furnish valuable help of a negative kind. They
can si i7?. tell ns what we should not
be. The community outside cn always gauge teachers by the affection
the children have for them. The central motive of the greatest teaching
has always been love.
fair-size-
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t
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Came Without First on Docket isDisbarment
Packers May Im
Proceedings Against Tucumcari Attorney.

Strike-Breaker-

t

s.

New York, Aug. 23. All deliveries
meat from local packing houses
were completely halted today by a
strike of four hundred wagon drivers
who walked out last evening.
Not
one delivery wagon of wholesale
butchers was moved during the early
hours. The strikers said that only
meat from Chicago refrigerator trains
was being delivered and that the drivers who handled that supply might be
called out on a strike late today.
With the stoppage of deliveries
from meats trains the city would be
quickly effected by a meat famine.
Police reserves were stationed in the
packing house district on the west
side of the city but no disorders were
reported. Inside the employes of the
slaughter houses wore at work today
while the heads of the effected quarters were busy preparing to break
the strike which, was called without
"
any warning by the drivers.
The companies, it was said today,
would import
if
of

strike-breaker-

s

ANOTHER RAILROAD
FORTUCUMCARI
Prosperous Capital of Quay County
Continues to Grow
Bountiful
Rains Assure Good Crops.

Special to the New Mexican.
Tucumcari, N. M., Aug. 23 A considerable section of Quay County, inthe growing
cluding
Tucumcari,
county seat, was blessed with a very
bountiful rainfall Monday and Tuesday last, which insures a fine crop of
corn and forage plants this season.
The influx of immigrants and settlers continues at a satisfactory rate.
Nearly all of them are well-to-dfarmers who bring improved live
stock, farming machinery and furniture with them.
They are mostly
from Texas, Oklahoma and the central States of the West, the Oklaho-man- s
aud Texans
predominating.
Many of the first settlers who came
to Quay County two or three years ago
were 6f the "roaming" clas- - and simply took homesteads for the purpose
of selling their relinquishments. These
men cannot appreciate the benefits of
a home, and most of them have sold
out their holdings and moved on.
The settlers who have taken their
places are of a substantial kind and a
greater percentage of them will become actual residents. Many of the
first owners have sold their relinquishments for several hundred dollars and
have left the county for the county's
good. Their places have been filled by
much better and substantial men.
These changes are proving of benefit
to Quay County.
The people of Tucumcari are manifesting a great interest in the proposed extension of the Choctaw railroad from Amarillo to this place. The
people feel that they are not to be
fooled this time as they were four
years ago, when the grade was built
and abandoned until now.
The Daily Panhandle of Amarillo
has recently published interviews had
with J. B. Berry, chief engineer of
the Rock Island System, and T. K.
southwestern
Clark,
immigration
agent for the Rock Island, located at
Oklahoma City, that are to the effect that all necessary material has
been bought and contracts will be let
for the repairing of the grade from
Amarillo this way a distance of
DISCUSS PLANS
about 112 miles. These men do not
OF LONG CRUISE hesitate In saying that they expect to
be operating west out of Amarillo
President Roosevelt Entertains Naval within the next year. When this road
Officers at Luncheon at Oyster
is built, Tucumcari and vicinity will
Bay.
be greatly benefited as this will then
be the distributing point for the Rock
Oyster Bay, Aug. 23. Plans for the Island Immigration out of the Southcruise of the battleship fleet from the ern States.
Atlantic to the Pacific Oceans next
winter were to be discussed by Presi- HUNTER HELD UP AND
dent Roosevelt and representatives of
RELIEVED OF HIS GUN.
the navy department today.
The
President had at luncheon Assistant
23.
N.
M., Aug.
Albuquerque,
a baker of this
Secretary of the Navy Newberry, Fred Anaya,
Rear Admiral Brownson of the Bureau city,
while
yesterday
returning
of Navigation; Rear Admiral Evans, from
into
a hunting excursion
commander of the Atlantic squadron; the country near this city, was
Francis E. Leupp, commissioner
of held up by two hoboes and relieved of
Indian Affairs;
Lawrence
Graham, a valuable shotgun and $1. Two sussecretary of the interior for Porto pects giving their names as A. B. CalRico, and Lincoln Steffens, the
kins and Jack 'Franklin were arrested
author.
some hours later at Hahn station, by
Special Officer 'Snowden of the Santa
Fe Railway and brought to tnis city.
Try a New Mexican Want Ad.
well-know-

E

NO. 163.

o

Twenty-threcases are set for argument at the adjourned term of the
Territorial Supreme Court which will
convene Monday August 2tith at chambers in the Capitol.. All aro of more
or less importance, and are mainly of
a civil nature. Of these only wo were
from the district court of Santa Fe
County and two are taken on appeal
from the federal court of the First
Judicial District.
The, first case on the docket is that
in relation to W. .1. Hittsou, an attorney of Tucumcari, whom It Is sought
to disbar from practice because
of
alleged unprofessional conduct, The
charges were preferred by the New
Mexico Bar Association.
Attorney T.
B. Cairon of this city has been retained to defend him, while on the
other sido there is a formidable array
of legal talent consisting of Attorney
General Fall, A. B. Itenehan, S. B.
Davis, Jr., and George S. Klock.
The reading public is familiar with
nearly all of the cases docketed and
no extended mention is necessary at
this time. The number and title of
tho casus are as follows:
No. 1201 In Re, W. J. Hittson, disbarment.
No. 1 173, United States of America,
appellant, vs. Benjamin H. Tallmadge,
et al., appelles. Appeal from Fifth judicial district.
No. 1015, United States of America,
apelle, vs. Mariono F. Sena, appellant.
Appeal from First judicial district.
No. 1055, Solomon Luna, plaintiff in
error, vs. Ccrrillos Coal Railroad Company, defendant in error. Error to district court of Santa Fe County.
Ni..f Ktt, Roman L. de Baca et al.,
plaintiffs, Filomeua Perea de Otero el
al., intervenors, appellants, vs. Santiago Anaya et al., appellees. Appeal
from district court of Bernalillo
County.
No. 1 SO, Eloisa L. de Bergere et al.,
appellees, vs. Luciano Chaves et al.,
appellants.
Appeal from district
court of Santa Ve County.
No. 11SC, Pecos Valley and Northeastern Railway Company, appellant,
vs. F. II. Harris et al., appellees. Appeal from district court of Cliaves
County.
No. 1187, Alex. McKinzie, appellant,
vs. John King, appellee. Appeal from
district court of Union County.
No. 1193, Territory of New Mexico,
appellee, vs. C. C. Lotspeich, appellant. Appeal from district court of
Bernalillo County.
No. 1191, Territory of New Mexico,
appelle, vs. Jessie Kimmich, appellant.
Appeal from district court of Sierra
County.
No. 1195, United States of America,
appellee, vs. Jesus Ma. Medina, appellant.
Appeal from First judicial
e

1

1

district.
No. 1197, Eagle Mining and Improvement Company, plaintiff in error,
vs. Robert E. Lund, defendant in error. Error to the district court of
Chaves County.
No. 1198, Jessie Kimmich, plaintiff
in error, vs. Territory of New Mexico,
defendant in error. Error to district
court of Sierra County.
No. 1199, James M. Cowles, appellee,
vs. James J. Hagerman, appellant. Appeal from district court of Chaves
County.
No. 1200, Milbert F. Price and Louis
E. Lyon, partners doing business under the name and style of Puritan
Manufacturing
Company, appellants,
vs. B. Toti and L. Gradi, partners doing business under the name and style
of Toti and Gradi, appellants. Appeal
from
district court of Bernalillo
County.
No. 1202, Elgin Douhitt, who sues by
his next friend, Thomas J. Douhitt. appellee, vs. Joshua B. Bailey, appellant.
Appeal from district court of Chaves
County.
No. 1203, Olive Corcoran, appellee,
vs. Albuquerque
Traction Company,
appellant. Appeal from district court
of Bernalillo County.
No, 1204, J. M. Sandoval, appellee,
vs. George F. Albright, appellant. Appeal from district court of Bernalillo
County.
No. 1205, Richard Di Palma and Bernard Ruppe,, appellees, vs. J. A. Weinman aud Joseph Barnett, appellants.
Appeal from district court of Bernalillo County.
No. 1206, Territory of New Mexico,
appellee, vs. Manuel Sanches y San-cheappellant. Appeal from the district court of Sandoval County.
No. 1207, Territory of New Mexico,
s,

"There are other essentials.

First,

the teacher must himself be educated.
This may seem an absurd statement,
for one would suppose that an uneducated teacher must be an impossibility
and a contradiction in term. Unfortunately this is not the case. Culture
is essential in a teacher, especially in
the lowest grades, and the culture
should grow and grow. One of the
greatest charms of the teacher's life
is that of acquiring and acquiring culture in order to transmit it and diffuse
it throughout the ever widening circle
of a teacher's influence.
"Secondly, the teacher must know
how to teach, but must be careful
that the charge should not be laid
against him that he knows nothing,
and knows how to teach dt.
"The mind essential is that of the
possession of character which will enable the teacher to become a moral
trainer; The majority of the children
hours
spend more of their waking
with their teachers than with anyone
else. This gives the teachers a great
chance to influence them for good.
That is the life work of the real
teacher.
conditions
"Numerous
operate
against the teaching profession, one
of the chief of which is the poorness
of the pay which prevents the best
minds of the community from going
into the most important profession
in society.
This Is pitiable.
Money
should never be weighed against the
soul of a child. We know not how
society can be aided more than by
the formation of a wise and efficient
body cf educators. We know not any
class which would contribute so much
to the stability of the stat eand to domestic happiness.
"The teachers' position as a factor
cf society is that of the former and
moulder of society itself. All the occupations of society have an interdependence upon one another; but
there is hardly any one which holds
such a fundamental and basal one as
that of the teacher; and when once
the teaching body awakens to its possibilities, to the endless possibilities
that there are in it for joy
bringing service to society, then, and
only then will society respond by according to the teacher the position
which he will then deserve."
TRAIN REPORT.
o'clock this afternoon all trains
reported on time. Santa Fe
trains Nos. 9, 8 and 4 were each several hours late last night but It ii
not known what caused the delays.
At
were
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Gabriel Gonzales Held as
Principal and Luciano
Moya as Accessory.
Special to the New Mexican.
Springer, X. M., Aug, 23. Gabriel
Gonzales, Luciano Moya and Vicente
Gonzales were given a preliminary
hearing here before Justice of the
Peace J. .F. Hutchinson on the charg
of killing A. L. Harmon, proprietor Af
the Springer Hotel, who was shot to
death two weeks ago in the bar room
of liis hotel.
Gabriel Gonzales who
did the shooting was held as the principal in the case and was bound over
to the grand jury in tho sum of 5,00".
Luciano Moya, a
was
held as anaccessi ry in tho sum of
$1,000, while Vicente Gonzales, another
brother was discharged, it is believe!
both Gonzales and Moya will furnish
the required bonds for their appearance at the next term of court for
which convenes at
Colfax County
Raton the fourth Monday in September.
Fight Caused Killing.
The killing of Harmon resulted from
a fight in the bar room of the hotel
on Sunday night, August 11th, last.
Albeit Harmon, a brother of the victim, became involved in a quarrel with
the Gonzales in the gambling room
which adjoins the saloon. A. L. Harmon heard the commotion and went to
the assistance of his brother. In passing the bar he picked up a revolver
which he knew to be empty. Gabriel
Gonzales saw him approaching, gun
in hand, and drawing a
he
shot Harmon twice. Had Harmon's
gun beeii loaded the story would have
undoubtedly been different.
Died Day After Shooting.
Harmon was shot through the left
Medical assistlung and abdomen.
ance was summoned from Raton and
live morning follow iug jui operation
was performed by Dr. J. G. Hopkins,
of Springer, assisted by Drs.
and Fleming of Raton, with a
faint hope of saving his life, but it
availed nothing and the patient died
twenty-sevehours after he was shot.
The defendants were represented at
the preliminary hearing by Attorney
YV. B. Bunker of Las
Vegas. District
Attorney Leahy, assisted by Attorney
M. W. Mills, of Springer, represented
the Territory.
Lid on Sunday in Springer.
As a result of the tragedy the authorities have taken steps to enforce
the Sunday closing law with the result
that the lid on that day is now on
good and tight here with Deputy Sheriff Wright sitting on top.
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ROUGH VOYAGE
FROM ALASKA
Howard S. Reed and Wife Have ThrillAboard Storm
ing Experience
Tossed Vessel,
After a thrilling voyage in which
they were storm bound for fourteen

days and were detained at a lighthouse station seventeen days longer,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard S. Reed landed
a few days ago at Seattle, Washington, while en route home from a trip
to Alaska. From Seattle they took
the train to Los Angeles, California,
where they are at present residing.
Mr. Reed is the president and founder of the United States Bank and
Trust Company in this city and his
friends here will be interested to
know of the safe return of himself
and wife. In a letter to Charles H.
and cashier
Ingraham,
of the local banking institution, Mr.
the experiences he
Reed described
and his fellow passengers had on the
trip from Alaska. He had gone,
there several months ago accompanied
by his wife in search of health and
was returning much improved. In
Behring sea a storm was encountered
which continued
unabated for two
weeks. Whether they were shipwrecked or not Mr. Reed did not say
but at any rate they were landed at
a lighthouse station where they remained seventeen days before they resumed their eventful journey back to
the United States.
vice-preside-

COAL BARGE BLOWS
UP, KILLING SEVEN
New York, Aug. 23. The boiler on
the coal barge Heaterson, which usually plies between New York and "Boston, exploded today in Hoboken, killing M. Hopkins, the engineer, and six
other men.
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among the Intelligent and progressiv e people of the Southwest.
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estimated by conservative exIt
perts in such matters that 40,000
homeseekers
pass through Kansas
City every month in the season In
which such excursions are run on
their way to the Southwest, which
term includes Kansas, Oklahoma,
Texas and the two territories, New
Mexico and Arizona. The admirable
feature of this movement consists in
the fact that these homeseekers are
not of the immigrant class like those
going to western Canada, but practically all of them are substantial
farmers
American citizens,
from Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa,
Michigan and Wisconsin, who are selling their high priced farms In those
states and investing in the cheaper
land of the newly opened region of
the Southwest. Much of this land can
be had at almost nominal figures, and
yet it is fully as fertile as any in the
is

well-to-d- o

Michigan or Iowa
farmer finds It an easy way to better
his fortunes by selling his farm at
anywhere from $75 to $200 an acre
and buying land in Oklahoma, Kansas or Texas at from $6 to $30 an acre.
The bargain looks still better when It
is considered from the standpoint of
comfortable living for he leaves a
bleak, cold climate for one as equable
and delightful in every respect as any
under the sun.
It was no exaggeration when Oklahoma was termed "The Land of the
Fair God," and the surrounding country in Kansas and the Panhandle of
Texas Is equally beautiful and fertile,
with skies which Ambassador Bryce
as resembling the azure-tinte- d
described
skies of Italy. Almost every
product known to the temperate and
semi-tropi- c
zones can be grown in this
region, with a sure basis of prosperity
to be found In the great staple crops
of wheat, corn and cotton. The best
cotton in the world of the short and
medium staple varieties is grown in
Oklahoma, as evidenced by the fact
that the commissioners sent from
Japan to buy cotton for their newly
developed miljing industries, after a
careful inspection of the Southern
'States, selected Oklahoma as the place
to obtain their entire supply.
It is estimated that more than one
hundred thousand farmers from the
Middle West are settling In Missouri
each year, and this movement has
been considerably accelerated since
the State went Republican in 1904.
Missouri land Is somewhat higher
priced than that farther west, but it is
exceedingly fertile, and the fact that
the. State is already well settled and
has" reached a high degree of development In a social sense lends an additional attraction to settlers. Also
it may be said that the Southwest is
growing faster than any part of
America, both In population and in the
progressive development of Its richly
diversified natural resources.
Middle West.
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THE

VALUE OF TERRITORIAL
PUBLIC LANDS.
Colorado was admitted into the sis
leniuou oi states tnirty-onyears
ago. For the first twenty-fivyears
of its statehood it paid little attention
to the lands donated to it by the Unit
ed States as school lands, and for the
maintenance
of
its
educational
Of
institutions.
a change
late
has come about and during the
last Legislature the code of laws
governing the administration and disposal of school lands was greatly improved,
New Mexico, which received from
the United States large grants of pub- lit: lands lor various purposes by act
of Congress in 1898 and prior to that
time, was awarded sections 16 and 3C
in each township as school lands.
While a portion of the donations made
by the federal government to the Territory were disposed of, the bulk of
the Territorial public lands and all of
the school sections are intact and the
property of the Territory. The Thirty-seventLegislative Assembly enacted very beneficial laws for the proper
saving to the Territory and protection
of the people and for procuring the
greatest possible revenue now and
hereafter from these generous gifts of
the nation. Territorial lands are con
stantly advancing in value, in con
sonance with lands held under private
title. Therefore they cannot be too
carefully and honestly handled. The
following editorial from the Denver
the school
Republican
concerning
lands of the Centennial State is very
much in point with New Mexico, and
hence this paper calls the attention of
the people to it. Says the Republican:
"The policy that has been pursued
in conserving the school and indemnity lands of the State will have its
As the
reward at no distant day.
whole State progresses these lands be
come more valuable.
The school
lands, of which there are many acres,
in the eastern portion of the State,
where dry farming is proving success
ful, are going up in value every season. In the San Luis and Arkansas
Valleys, where irrigation is being extended, these lands are also becoming
more valuable and revenues are In
creasing from rentals. The impetus
given to the empire to the northwest.
through the opening of coal lands and
the building of railroads, means a
great deal to the school lands in that
e

e

h

quarter.
"In recent sessions of the Legisla
ture better laws for the management
of the school lands have been enacted
and the land department has been

placed on a businesslike footing. The
present State Land Board and the pre
ceding one have guarded the interests
of the State, present and future, in
seeing that no lands are sold outright
unless to actuai settlers, and that no
long term leases are granted on tract's
of land that may become valuable
any year. Time was when the school
lands of the State were considered
the fittest medium for paying political
debts. That time has departed, never
to return.
"It is a tribute to the Republican
State administration that the enemy
can find nothing better to cry out
g
about in the dog days than the
which the Republican administration has been undertaking on
its own initiative. The board believes
that everything connected with the department should be above suspicion.
The airing is being done, Rooseveltlike, in public."
house-cleanin-

INVESTIGATE FULLY AND
FAIRLY.
The good people of New Mexico not
only do not object to a thorough In
vestigation by Federal officials into
alleged fradulent land entries. Quite
the reverse. They will aid such investigations in every possible way and
approve the punishment of all violators of the Federal land laws in any
manner.
If any fradulent or illegal
actions have been committed by any
person in connection with Territorial
lands or if there have been corruption or conspiracy to defraud, Territorial investigations into all such matters will also be welcomed by the
citizens of the Sunshine Territory,
who ask that any cases where
such have been proven, proper punishment be meted out, if this can be
done under existing statutes. This is
the status, and as the New Mexican
has frequently announced, there is
nothing to hide, nothing to conceal.
The more thorough the Investigations,
the New Mexican believes the greater
and cleaner will be the vindication of
the people of the Territory from the
foul aspersions, dirty slanders and in- -

It is more than likely that the re
cent visit of General J. Francis Tor
ranee and party of Pittsburg capital
ists to Central ;Xew Mexico and their
inspection of the resources of the
sections tributary to the Santa Fe
Central Railway, the Albuquerque
Eastern Railway and the Hagan coal
fields, will prove 'beneficial and that
improvements on the Santa Fe Cen
tral, the construction of the Albuquer
que Eastern and the development and
work of the coal In the Hagan coal
fields will be the result. The New
Mexican devoutly hopes for this out
come. The building of the Santa Fe
Central Railway by these capitalists
four years ago has resulted in the ere
ation of the county of Torrance, and
the bringing into central New Mexi
co of at least 5,000 people, in the re
gion contained in the limits of Tor
rance County and in southern Santa
Fe County.
This number of people
will be doubled within a year and trip
led and more within three years. Im
migration touows tne railroads as
trade follows the flag. This is an
axiom these days.
Therefore, the
above prediction if the projects are
carried out, is not too sanguine and
not premature. Right here, it is but
proper and right to remember that
Delegate W. H. Andrews was the orig
inator and promoter of the original
pian of the building of the Santa Fe
Central Railway and the work of its
allied interests.

The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico. Established In 1870
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier,
LEVI

THE OUTLOOK FOR NEW MEXICO
IS FINE.
The prosperity of the Sunshine Territory for the present year is assured.
With the exception of the failure of
the fruit crop, no ill news is reported.
The rains that have fallen in many
sections of the Territory since the
spring months will insure bountiful
crops of- cereals, feedstuffs and vegetables. Especially the newest settled
sections of eastern New Mexico, In
Union, Quay, Roosevelt, Guadalupe,
Torrance and Santa Fe Counties,
where the acreage under cultivation is
greater than ever before in the history
of the Territory and where heavy
crops will be raised without irrigation.
The live stock interests have done and
are doing well. Mining has taken a
new impetus, especially in Grant and
Santa Fe Counties. Commercial affairs are very prosperous and very
few failures are reported.
Cince Governor Curry has taken
hold of Territorial affairs and since
the imbecility and silliness which
characterized the regime of his Immediate predecessor have disappeared, even the fake reformers and yellow sheets have to a great extent
ceased
slandering and libeling the
people of New Mexico. Taking it all
in all, the outlook is of the finest.
-
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The bank executes all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and
aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as is
sistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety
Is espectfully
posit boxes for ren. The patronage of the public

the District and Su
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Sauta Fe
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Interest allowed on time deposits at the

agency, public or private.

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney at Law.
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Las Cruces, N.

Offices.
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Its branches.

Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets far

makes telegraphic transfers

Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the Supreme and DIs
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U, S,
Surveyor

In all

money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and

Attorney at Law.
District Attorney, Luna County.
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H. BRODHEAD,

Surplus and Undivided Profits 163,600.

$1C ,000.

Transacts a general banking business
A. W. POLLARD,
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B. RENEHAN,
in the Supreme

and Dis
trict Courts.
Mining and Land Law
a Specialty.
Office in Catron Block,
Santa Fe, N. M.

THE P

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at Law.
Santa Fe
New Mexico...

HOTEL

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Ptopi.

Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
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GEORGE 6. BARBER,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Lincoln, Lincoln County, New Mexico.
Practice in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt Attention Given to All
Business.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cttistae and Table Service Unexcelled

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
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FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney at Law.
District Attorney for Second Judicial
District.
Practices in the District Court and
the Supreme Court of the Territory:
also before the United States Supreme
Court in Washington.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
Office with the New Mexican Print
ing Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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Real Estate and Mines.
Spanish Translator, Notary Public.
Office Griffin
Bldg., Washington
Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.

American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

OSTEOPATHY.
DR. CHARLES

A. WHEELON,
Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Ave.
Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for Consultation.
Hours:
m..
'Phoua lF.fi.
d. m.
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H. B. HOLT,
Attorney at Law.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Practices In the District Courts as
well as before the Suprem- Court of
the Territory.
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THE BEST PLACE IN TOWN TO GET A GOOD

MEAL.

-

If

You Have Not Taken a Meal
Will Pay to Do so- - Why Not

CONY T. BROWN,

at The (Coronado) it
Join These People.

Mining Engineer.

Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico

GOOD ROOMS

School of Mines.
.
New Mexico.

Socorro

(Homestead Entry jno.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe.

G.

7143.)

modern conveniences.
We cater to the appetites of our
v

,Mll

LUPE rj ERR ERA, Prop.

BERGERE

year proof in support of his claim, viz:
1-- 2

all

N. M.
19, 1907.

there are others whose resignations Homestead entry No. 7143, made July
lie would like, but who have failed to 28, 1902, for the N
NE
section
tender them. Well, the, new Govern- 27, W
SE
section 22, Township
or knows he doesn't need to wait for 21 N, Range 2 E, and that said
proof
offers to quit." El Paso Herald.
will be made before H. W. S. Otero,
Governor Curry will get to this mat- United States court commissioner, at
ter in due course of time. That the Albuquerque, N. M., on October 5,
room of some of Hagerman's ap- 1907.
He names the following witnesses
pointees is much more desirable than
their company is too well understood to prove his continuous residence upon
to need much Iteration or reiteration. and cultivation of the land, viz:
Some of these officeholders are IncomEsplridion Olivas, of Coyote, N. M.,
petent and their appointments were a Jesus Maria Sanchez, of Espanola, N.
disgrace to the commonwealth.
M., Flores Vigil, of Coyote, N. M
Archuleta, of Coyote, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Former Secretary of the Treasury
Leslie M. Shaw advises that the tariff
Register.
be not touched for eighteen months.
Butchers shipping certificates, such
The New Mexican agrees with him as
to general terms, but holds that some- is are required by law, printed in
thing must be done to smash the rot- blank form by the New Mexican
ten paper trust.
Printing Company.
2
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Short orders upon short notice.
customers.
COMB, COME, COMB.

CORBET & 8MYTHE,
Civil, Mining and Hydraulic Engineers.
Assaying and General Contracting.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
East side Plaza.
Santa Fe, N. M.

August

declined by Governor Cuwy,

HUGHES, Vice President

Capital Stock

Notice Is hereby given that Pulidor
"The Las Vegas Optic remarks that
while several New Mexico officials Olivas, of Cuba, N. M., has filed nohave resigned only to have their resig- tice of his intention to make final live
nations

A.

Assistant Cashier.

CHAS. F. EASLEY,
THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN
CURRY AND HAGERMAN.
"Our friends across the hills still
keep up their howl about
Just wait until George
Hagerman.
gets after them and then hear the roar
turn in another direction, for from
what we have seen and heard of
George Curry, he is a man that when
he makes up his mind to do a thing,
that thing is going to be done and we
are thoroughly convinced that he in
tends to give New Mexico a clean,
clear cut business administration and
that means '23' for the old gang."
Hagerman Messenger.
The New Mexican publishes the
above as an example of the silly antics of Democratic
newspapers evidently subsisting on the Hagerman
"bar'l." Scarcely any attention is paid
to the fake reform
except
once in awhile to show up some silly
or improper action under his regime.
As far as Governor Curry is concerned
he has the united and strong support
of every loyal and patriotic Republican newspaper in the Territory and
he will have It, the New Mexican believes, until the end of his term of
office, as he will do what is right, fair
and proper and will not endeavor to
ruin the Republican party and bring
njury and harm to the entire people
of the Territory as was the case under
the recent fake reform administra
tion.

Ffe

OF tANTA

WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at Law.
Laa Cruces, New Mexico.
United States District Attorney.

.

1907.

23,

TflE FIRST JiATIOJiAL BAII

BENJAMIN M. READ
Attorney at Law.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
Office: Sena Block, Palacj Avenue.

Demlng

AUGUST

FRIDAY,

iciultous libels, which have been
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
heaped upon the people of New Mex
ico in the past eighteen months by
ATTORNEYS-ATLAW- .
fake reformers
dishonest yellow
MAX. FROST,
sheet
correspondents and yellow
Attorney at Law.
sheets. The harm that has been done
New Mexico
to this fair Territory has been great Santa Fe
is
undone in part at
and the sooner it
G. W. PRICH .iD,
least the better for the decent citl
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
zenship and the good name of New
Practices in all the District Courts
Mexico.
and gives special attention to cases
3.75 BENEFICIAL RESULTS MUST FOL before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk., Santa Fe, N. M
LOW.
2.00

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

"WESTWARD THE STAR OF EMPIRE TAKES ITS WAY."
"Westward the star of empire takes
its way" is certainly the order of the
clay, not only in the United States,
but also in Canada. The movement
toward what is left of the free lands
in the great West has certainly grown
to great proportions and that within
the last three years. This has bean
the case in every State and Territory
west of the Missouri and Mississippi
Rivers and also In Canada.
In New Mexico during the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1907, about
homestead entries by actual settlers have been made. This would indicate an influx of population of at
least 80,000 people, and certainly an
increase of from 35,000 to 40,000 of actual and bonafide immigrants who, in
all human probability, will make the
Sunshine Territory their future home.
During the present year it is likely
that New Mexico will still do better,
as Oklahoma and Indian Territory and
the Northwest, which have been getting the bulk of immigration, have
filled and quite rapidly. Commenting
upon this great wave of immigration
to the West and Southwest the Kansas City Journal discusses it in a
highly interesting and pertinent manner editorially, holding that according
to a dispatch from Montreal it is estimated that 100,000 settlers passed
through Windsor station in that city
between January 1 and July 30, en
route to the "last West" in Canada.
This is chronicled
as a "wonderful
movement," and in a positive sense it
is truly so. But comparatively speaking, this tide of Canadian homeseek-er- s
is small in view of the immense
multitudes that are making their way
West in the United States.
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Th New Mexican Printirc Company has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of justices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound with leather back and
covers an dcanvas sides, have full
index In front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
in full on the first page. The pages
are 10
inches. These books are
made up in civil and criminal dockets, separate of 32 pages each, or
with botn civil and criminal bound in
one book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal.
To introduce them they
are offered at the following prices:
Civil or criminal
$2.75
Combined civil and criminal
$4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
State
full must accompany
order.
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.
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WOMEN'S WOES.

Santa Fe Women are Finding Rslief
at Last.
It does seem mat women have more
than a fair share of the aches and
pains that aflllct humanity; they must
"keep up," must attend to duties In
spite of constantly aching backs, or
headaches, dizzy spells, bearing down
pa'.ns; they must stoop over, when to
They must
stoop means torture.

made by the uplifting. In part, therefore, the deposits were not replaco-men- t
entirely, but were caused by the
filling up of fissures.
"The geology resembles, In a way,
that of the "Went" Mountains, near
Monterey, Mexico.
Only High Grade Ore Mined.
"The range of mountains and the
vein encased in its rocks extended
originally much higher. In the course
of time this lias been weathered away,
and the surface waters corroding the
vein matter, produced in the limestone large "cave and pocket" deposits
of zinc and lead carbonates by surface,
downward percolating waters. These
lead carbonates were, in
large part,
"mined out'" when the mine was operated as a lead mine.
"Only the high grade zinc carbon-ale- s
have been mined in the last three
years, leaving all ore under five per
cent lead and an average of from
thirty to thirty-fivper cent zinc. Consequently, a large tonnage of zinc carbonates have been left in the upper
workings.
"In certain parts of the mine, the
carbonate of zinc was deposited in a
liard. crystallized
form slightly or
highly colored with copper.
This
formed illy largest and most beautiful of Smithsonite deposits. The
only
other mines in which this has formed
in any large
quantity are the famous
minus of the Island of Laurlum, east
of Greece. These mines, now being
worked by a French company as a
zinc-leaproposition, were owned In
antiquity by the Republic of Athens.
Tin; magnificent temples of the Acro)-oli- s
of Athens, built by Pericles, were
largely paid for by silver and lead
from Laurlum.
"The zinc carbonates carry only
of one per cent sulphur, and
no silicate of zinc, the silicate being
present at slos. This is unique.
"The zinc carbonate ores are most
clearly replacement bodies and sometimes have the form and physical appearance of limestone. This ore bearing zone is large, starting with the
"Juanita" at the south and extending
from the Kelly, Graphic, Silver Bell,
Nit and North Nit claims,
bearing
from north and south slightly to the
west on the ore zone.
"Probably the ore extends further
than 3.0(10 feet on each side of the
two fault, planes, but this is
yet to be
demonstrated.
The two fault planes
are about. 5,0o0 feet apart, and 3,000
feet on the side of each would give a
total of 11,000 feet north and soinh of
ore bearing grounds. The dimension
east and west is some 2,000 feet making a very large area for the ore

In a recent, issue of the Mining
World is, an interesting description of
the famous Kelly mine at Kelly, So
corro County.
The article is by
Woolsey, Mc A. Johnson, metallurgical
engineer. The article follows:
"The Kelly group of mines, owned
by the
Smelting and Dewalk and bend and work with rack- velopment Company, is situated in a
mountains,
ing pains and many aches from kid' range o the Magdalena
ney ills. Kidneys cause more Buffer Socorro County, New Mexico. .A
ing than any other organ of the body. bianch line of the Santa Fe runs from
Keep the kidneys well and health Is the town of Socorro to wthin about
Read of a remedy two miles of the property.
easily maintained.
"This railroad was constructed
for kidneys only that helps and cures
some
is
endorsed
twenty years ago, when the ex
and
the kidneys
by people
tensive mining of the sand carbonates
you know.
Mrs. Agripina D. de Gonzales, liv- of lead furnished the bae for a smeling on Lincoln avenue, Santa Fe, N. ter at Kelly, and also one at Socorro.
"It was at the latter plant that the
M
says: "My sister was In a very
critical condition with kidney com- late T. S. Austin did some pioneer
plaint and was cured by the use of work in the smelting of lead ores,
Doan's Kidney Pills. For some time which work was in no small measure
she was attended by two or three responsible for the advent of a large
physicians and the verdict given by modern lead furnace, with its accurwas that she could not be cured. ate system of metallurgical treatment.
them
Herewith are some oargalns offered
under
,
Furthermore,
they stated that she Austin's old slags, produced
Com-by the New Mexican Printing
not live more than a month or conditions somewhat adverse, were rewould
the
Civil
of
Procedure
of
Code
pany:
so.
Doan's Kidney Pills coming to markably clean.
Territory of New Mexico, 1S97, sheep
"The Kelly camp languished from
she procured a supply and
notice
her
Missouri
bound, $1; paper bound, 7.'c;
to 1903. The fall in the price of
1893
the
below
stated.
result
a3
wa9
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
I
industrial depression and the
six
months
About
silver,
ago
procured
Pleadings, $G; the two for $10; Adaptexhaustion of the lead carbou-ated to New Mexico Code; Laws of New Doan's Kidney Pills .at The Ireland partial
for backache and annoyores, practically stopped operaMexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903, English Pharmacy
full ance which had clung to me for some tions.
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25;
"In the years 1903-4- , however, an Intime and by spells had caused me a
Sheriff's Flexible-Cove- r
$3;
1r,er,
crease In the smelting capacity of the
inconvenof
deal
and
good
suffering
or
Pe-Jetwo
Docket, single, $1.25;
camore books, $1 each; New Mexico Su- ience. One box sufficed to rid me of Kansas gas smelters beyond, the
stimuzinc
of
I
field
the
the
trouble
been
have
well
ever
and
Joplin
pacity
in3
to
10,
preme Court Reports, Nos.
lated the opening up of abandoned
since."
clusive, $3.30 each; Compilation Corlead mines for the zinc ores left in
50
all
For
sale
Price
dealers.
Minby
poration Laws, 75c; Compilation
Foster-Milburold stopes.
cents.
the
Co.,
Buffalo,
of
ing Laws, 50c; Money's Digest
"The Kelly camp felt this influence
New Mexico Reports full sheep, $0.50; New York, sole agents for the United
and a further demand was caused for
States.
full list school blanks.
Remember the name Doan's anfi the carbonate zinc ores by the successful smelting of these ores at the
take no other.
Letter heads, bill heads, note heads,
plant of the Ozark Mining and Smeltenvelopes, of all sizes printed and sold
a
of the
ing
Read the New Mexican if yen want illiams Company, subsidiary
by the New Mexican Printing Comand at
Paint
Company,
i
i'iWE the news.
paq.
Mineral Point, Wisconsin, by the Mineral Point Zinc Company, a subsidiary
of the New Jersey Zinc Company, for
the production of zinc pigment by the
Wetherill process.
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
"The
Company purROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
chased the Kelly mine in 1904, and
after Reveral hundred thousand dollars of carbonate ores were mined and
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO.
sold in the local and foreign markets, began working the rich sulphides
which began to appear on the carbonEstablished and Supported by the Territory.
ate levels.
"In the past six months the company has erected a large hoist and
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
sunk a
shaft to deColleges. New buildings, all furnishings and equipments, modern and
at
the
velop
sulphides
By sys zone.
depth.
electric-lighteall conbaths ,water-workcomplete; steam-heated- ,
tematic work it has blocked out a
"The development in the Nit claim,
veniences.
large tonnage of high grade and con- marking the north end of the develcentrating zinc ores.
opment of the Kelly zone, are most
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, $250 per session. Session Is
A
remarkable.
three terms of thirteen weeks tach.
surface outcrop of
Geology of Kelly Mine.
lead-iroin the contact of
carbonate
ROSWELL is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above sea level; well
"Geology The geology of these dethe
was followed
overlying
ryolite
posits resemble, In a general way, the
watered. Sunshine every day from September to June.
down. At. a depth of ninety feet this
zinc-leadeof
other
Fin-lageology
many
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Reed, W. M. Atkinson, W. A.
changed suddenly into sulphides in
Loposits of the Rocky Mountains.
and E. A. Cahoon.
Is
it
different
in many peculiar- which zinc was the predominating
cally
COL. J. W. WILSON, Supt.
For particular address
ities. In the main, it may be classed value. The sulphides averaged 41.C
with replacement deposits in lime- per cent zinc.
"The presence of white sulphide of
stone caused by the percolation of
iron
in the shale in the new Traylor
the hot mineralizing solutions ascendlocated not far from the upper
shaft,
from
The
entire
ing
igneous origin.
is indicative of an extensive
contact,
mass of the
limestone was
mineralization
at depth, where either
at one time the bottom of some sea.
the igneous rock or the limestone has
watacthe
In
world.
was
The
of
these
chemical
this
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Hot
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deposited by
efficiency
Springs
been susceptible to replacement by
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e
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miraculous
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which
cures
the
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miles west
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fivdeposited, by settling,
(Continued on Page Seven)
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheu- particles of clay.
a
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
"Finally the entire bottom of the
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Eczema.
Station, on the Denver & Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and sea was slowly lifted up and the carFor
of those suffering with
the
good
Grande Railroad, from which point a Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, bonate of lime changed to limestone
eczema or other such trouble, I wirli
etc.
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all
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Complaints,
Grippe,
clay particles
daily line of stages runs to the springs.
to say, my wife had something of that
The temperature of these waters is etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 slates.
kind and after using the doctor's remin"The next event was a volcanic
$50 per
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are per day; $15 per week;
edies for some time concluJed to try
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate month.
Stage meets Denver trains trusion to enormous extent with an
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Salve, and it proved to
reoverflow forming a large range of igvery dry .and delightful the year and waits for Santa Fe train upon
be better than anything she had tried.
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with'
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Caliente
leave
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sengers for Ojo
SUMMER DRINKS.
The
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Having
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Fe
from
Santa
round
for'
Fare
These waters contain 1,686.24 grains
strata, originally flat, was inclined
trip
to
and
date system of draw
np
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further par- some thirty degrees from the horiwe
make
the claim of serv
ing
beer,
in
zontal. During this period of uplift
the richest alkaline Hot Springs
ticulars, address.
as good beer as can be had at
ing
was
which
dura
of
ing
probably
long
the swellest bars in the east. Phone
tion, the limestone was warped, twist 94.
The Club.
ed and faulted, forming soft sponge
Ojo Caliente. Taos County, N .M like bodies and sheared areas perpen
At this season we should eat spar
dicular in general to the strike of the
and properly. We should also
ingly
strata, which follows the mountain
stomach a much as possible
the
help
WATCHES
range.
DIAMONDS
by the use of a little Kodol occasional"In the above sponge-lik- e
masses of ly. Kodol for
indigestion and dyspep
limestone, the hot solutions carrying sia will rest the stomach by
of
actually
and Iron were digesting the food itself. Sold by The
Eyes Tested and zinc, lead, copper
RIGHT PRICES
sucked, coming up along two differ- Ireland Pharmacy.
Fitted by
RIGHT GOODS
ent fault planes and entering the
strata along this course. Here, where
-- JEWELRY-Methods
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
RIGHT SERVICE
the required chemical conditions were
The Bon Ton Lunch Counter has
present, were formed enormous bodies been
CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE
repainted, and refurnished, and
of sulphides, which are now being
M.
N.
St.
Santa Fe,
246 San Francisco
Is now one of the best In the Terri
opened up. In part, the overlying ryoeverything in the
lite of volcanic origin Is kaolinized tory. They handle both
eastern unJ
from
line
eating
and sillcified along the course where
western markets. A call will conrlnce
the mineralizing waters left its track. on that
thy know th buslseat
The fault planes are perpendicular to
the strike of the sedimentary rock.
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup
The first one is 300 degrees south of
the new Traylor shaft. The second acts gently upon the bowels and clears
m of coughs and colds.
one is 5,000 north on the Waldo and the whole sy
It
Inflammation of
rel'eves
promptly
tunSilver Bell claims. The Waldo
PABST'S BLUE KIBBON The Beer of Quality.
the
throat
and
allays Irritation. Sold
nel of the Ozark Company, driven to
ANY QUANTITY FROM A PINT UP.
the
Ireland
by
Pharmacy,
cut the ores of their Graphic mine,
passes through this faulted metamorHOT SPRINGS WATER.
phosed area. In the main, sulphide
We
make a specialty of handling
found
in the "Silver
deposits are
F
PLAZA
SIDE
Pipe" limestone, a local name for soft during the 'hot summer months the
Water
limestone close ' to the underlying celebrated Potash Sulphur
A well
from
Arkansas.
Hot
Springs,
The
between
stone."
relations
"green
the copper, zinc and lead sulphides, known specific for stomach, and kid
cannot be' deduced, for sufficient depth ney trouble. Phone 94. The Club.
has not yet been reached, nor have
the ores been examined microscopl
Try a New Mexican Want Ad.
which
in
to
order
the
ascertain
cally
their several minerals were deposited
At limited depth, the copper present
Cures Biliousness, Sick
seems to Increase continuously, and
Headache, Sour Stomthe principal copper mineral, chalco-pyrltNEW MEXICAN WANT AD.
Is probably a replacement of
ach, Torpid Liver and
the sulphide.
Constipation,
"The deposits between these two
fault planes were caused by the circa
latlon of the waters In the openings
n
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Santa Fe Livery Stable
THEODORE CORRICK Proprietor.

5

MM M

LIVERY, BQARDINB AND FEED STABLE

d

y

0J0 CALIENTE r0T SPRINGS.

STUDY THE MAP.
The natural point on the New A., T. & S. F. Cut-offor the distribution of freight, having the advantage of the easy gradts and short route
to the Hast and West, and direct communication will all points in the Territory.
Wholesale houses are coining to Willard as soon as the Cut-of- f
is open.
Surrounded by a fine farming country. The purest water in New Mexico.
The geographical center of Torrance County and of New .Mexico.
The
water point on the great A., T. & S. F. short line through Now Mexico.
Willard is a growing town. Willard will make a City,
study the Alap.
For information, cal on or address

CARRIAGE 8 EH VICE
8ADDLE HOR8E8
PINE RIGS
jt

PIRST-CI,A8- 8

GOOD

PHONE 132.

g

120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

ADOLPH SELIGMAN

Bar-anc-

Special Summer Sale of

LADIES lUSLIjV UNDERWEAR
White

Goods, Laces and Embroideries.

ADOLPH SELIGMAN

d

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

piegel&erg.

Proprietor.

257 San Fran Cisco Street.

H. C. VONTZ

MEXICAN

FILIGREE

m it Pttn lies
,

Baskets, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn
Work,
wpa.o, i unguis, uarnets ana other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of
Everything In Our. Line.
Blankets,

Kodaks and Photo Sdpplie

OUR PI AGE
OTTO RETSCH,

WEST

OF

WHEN

it.

SANTA

E.N

In need of
on Eafthtfva
C

It will positively brino results.

f

ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
We make a specialty

tall

PEVEIOPINQ, PRINT

Attention. Send for Oataiojtue.
HOWLAND & DEWEY COMPANY,
326 S. Spring St., Los Angeles, Cal. 510 S. Broadway

The New Mexican Printing Company ciaims to do the beet
of better grades of printing and binding caters particularly to
people who want something a little out of the ordinary or a littl
better than the averages-do- es
not claim to be the cheapest in thi
does
its work is always worth the prfc
claim
that
but
Territory,
asked for it, and this price is based on accurate knowledge of th
cost of material and skilled labor; communicate with the Com
pany in regard to the next lot of printing. Address The New
printing and binding in the Territory says it makes a specialty
executed aiid at Eight Prices.

Cleanses tht syitsa

thoroughly and clews
sallow complexions of

e,

Chronic
f HriuM

of

ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp

Proprietor.

Fine Vines, Liquors and cigars.

aid curios

Laxative Fruit Syrup
IRELAND'S

PHARMACY.

pimples

&vA

blotches,

,v'V
;
v
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personal mention
Miss Ella Haines, daughter of Mrs.
Edward Haines, of Albuquerque, is In
town a guest of Mrs. N. Salmon.
Hon. Charles A. Spless, after attending to legal business here yesterday,
returned last night to his home at Las
Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter M. Taber and
son were In town yesterday and to
day from their home at Giorieta. Mr.
Taber is manager of the Giorieta Live
Stock and Mercantile Company.
Miss Clare D. True, teacher, at the
Santa Clara Pueblo, and Miss Winifred Barlow, of Espanola, were registered at the Palace Hotel yesterday. They were here on a visit.
Mrs. Ann Baldwin, owner of a large
cattle ranch in the vicinity of Engle,
Sierra County, which she Is conducting successfully, passed through the
city yesterday for Pueblo, Colorado,
on business.
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Barber, of
Lincoln, were among those who attended the meeting of the Bar Association at Roswell this week. Mr.
Barber is one of the oldest and best
known attorneys in central New Mex-

SALE
Record Breaking Bargains in Reliable Merchindise are now of
fered, as we will close out all
Summer Goods at Cost, in order
to make more Room for our New
Fall Stock.

ico.

E. McLeod, formerly of Silver-ton- ,
Colorado, has arrived in the city
and taken a position with the Wagner
Furniture Company. Mr. McLeod is
a licensed embalmer and will have
charge of the undertaking business of
the firm.
.lose 1). Sena, clerk of the Supreme
Court, who with his wife has been In
Denver for tho past two weeks, where
Mrs. Sena had her eyes treated, has
returned home. While in Colorado
they visited several of the popular
watering places and enjoyed their
trip.
Associate Justice Frank W. Parker, presiding judge of the Third judi- Pi.

We Place the Following Goods on
the Reduction List
Men's Straw Hats
String Ties

Figured Lawns
Dimities
Ladies wash Suits
Ladies waists. Infants slips and Dresses. Ladies and misses White Canvass
Oxfords large line of
Sample Skirts all
Colors and Sizes.

ECZEMA

Mens Oxfords, Mens

Summer Suits,

KID

Chil-dren- s

Ciothirg Mens
Made to Ordi r Suits
and all other Furnishings

at

THE LARGEST

MOST

GP-T-

O

Sleep Doctors and Home Remedies Failed Mother in Despair.

CURED IN THREE WEEKS
BY CUTICURA REMEDIES

NATHAN SALMON.
ADD

EYES

Disease Spread Over Whole Body-F- ace
Was in Awful Condition
Itched So that Baby Could Not

1

Low Figure.

NEARLY

DATE DRY GOODS HOUSE IN THE CITY

!

"I take great pleasure in dropping
you a line to tell you what a Godsend
(Juticura Heme-die- s
were for my
baby. He was
from
suffering
terrible torthat

ture, eczema. It
all over his
body in patches,
but the worst was
on his face and
head. His face
was awfully bad;
the eczema extended ud to the
lower eyelids and I was just about sick
for fear it would get into his eyes before
I got it stopped. He cried and scratched
all the time and could not sleep night
or day from Scratching. I took him
to the best doctors, and one of them
said that he would keep the disease till
he got all of his teeth; but if I had depended on the doctors, I guess my boy
would have been laid at rest by this
time. My friends told me to try. mtmy
kinds of remedies, and I pestered tho
child to death with all the different
things, but could see no improvement.
Finally I got discouraged, and was just
about to give up all hope of his ever
getting cured, when I read about the
wonderful Cuticura Remedies, which
came just in time to save my baby
from the terrible torture. I used Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment, and
gave him Cuticura Resolvent, and I
saw an improvement in three days,
and in three weeks his skin was as
clear as it could be. That was six or
seven months ago, and I have not
seen any return of the disease since. I
should have written long ago, but I
waited to see if it would return. I shall
recommend the use of Cuticura from
one end of the world to the other. Mrs.
Maggie Smith, 314 W. Crosier St.,
Akron, 0., July 24 and Aug. 11, 190G."
was

WINTER

Me

GROCERY

CD.

pfthe

smlh

r
60

coffee:

t

Fruits

(J

WHITE
HOUSE

?

j

FOR

J

t

Vegetables

of All linds in
Season.

1

P.

COFFEE

v. BUTTER
A

rvefriedffiemdE
S. E. Come

And

Specialty

Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

'I

Complete External and Internal Treatment tor
Every Humor ol Infanta, Children, and Adults consists ot Cuticura Soap (25c.) to Cleanse the Skin,
Cuticura Ointment (SOc.) to Heal the Skin, and
Cuticura Resolvent (50c). (or in the form of Chocolate,
Coated Pllla, 25c. per vial of GO) to Purify the Rlnod.
Sold throughout the world.
Potter Drus & Chcm.
Corp.. Sole Props., Boston, Mass.
Bi" Mailed Free, Cuticura Boott on 8kln Diseases.

t "I

ESTABLISHED l856.

4

i

WOOD DAVIS
HARDWARE COMPANY
Phone

Phone

14.

14.

Shelf and Heavy Hardware, Modern Plumbing and
Heating, Mining Supplies
,5f

Li

Stoves

Paints
Oil

Glass
Varnishes
Wood Dyes
Kalsomine
Wallpaper
Brushes

Wagon Covers

Ranges
Refrigerators
Ice Cream Freezers
Lawn Mowers
Garden Hose
Screen Doors
Window Screens

Iron Pipes and Fittings,, Camp

Out fits,

Fishing

Tackle,

Tents
Bedsheets

Hammocks
Harness
Saddles
Pumps
Cylinders

Ammunition, Rifles, Shot Guns, Pistols.

AUGUST

1907.

23,

INCORPORATED

1903.

SELIGMAN BROTHERS CO.

WANTED
SUIT ORDERS
All

careful

Km

women use

Woman who suffer from severe headaches, and all disea-e-s
doe fcoa torpid liver, should
not fill their stomach with calomel and other drugs.
HERBINE QUICKLY CURES
Biliousness, Constipation, Chills
and Fever, Dyspepsia, Malaria
and all Liver Complaints.
Mrs. C. D. Philley, Marble
e
Falls, Tex. writes : 1 find
the best, liver corrective I
ever tried. It has done my family and myself a world of
good. I recommend it to my
friends. "
Her-bin-

-

L1

PRICE SOc.

Snow Liniment Co.

-

LOUIS,

MO.

Every Suit Ordered Between
Aug. 19th. and Aug. 31st9 inclu
sive wc will Give You a Solid
Gold 14 karat Parker Fountain
Pen Gratis. Quick Action means a

fineFountainPenatnoextracost,
A Hint to the Wise is Sufficient.
suss

Wc Have Just Received a New Line of
Boys and Young Mens School Stilts,

COME AND SEE THEM.

Sold and Recommended by

P. 0. Box 219.

FISCHER DRUG STORE.

cial district, with headquarters at Las
Cruces, was an arrival today in the
Cnpitul, and is registered at the Claire
He came to attend the ad
Hotel.
journed term of the Territorial su
preme court, which convenes here
Monday next.
Professor John R. Macarthur, of the
College of ARriculture and Mechanic
Arts, who delivered a lecture at High
School Hall last evening on "The
Teacher as a Social Factor," will leave
tonight for Belen, and from there
goes to Socorro. He is making a tour
of the Territory, giving addresses at
the various teachers' institutes.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Francis
E. Lester,
and children, of Mesilla Park, returned yesterday from a lengthy trip
to the northern part of the United
States and through Canada. Mr. Lester was connected
with the New
Mexico College of Agriculture
and
Mechanic Arts for ten years as its
registrar, and now conducts a curio
business at Mesilla Park.
II. H. Majors, probate clerk of, Otero
County and practicing attorney at,
the county seat, was in Roswell this week and was present at the
meeting of the Territorial Bar Association, of which he is a member. He
drove overland accompanied by Mrs.
Majors, their daughter, son and niece,
Miss Mitchell, of Carbondale, Pennsylvania. Young Majors will attend
the Military Institute at Roswell during the coming year.
When Ormsby McHarg, special assistant attorney general of the United

For

Half a

Century

Vincent's Sanitarium.

William M. Berger, manager of the
Belen and Willard Townsite Com
years was
pany, who for twenty-fivcitizen of
a progressive and
this city, but for the past three years
has made his home in Belen, reached
the city yesterday on business. Mr.
Berger is the owner of the premises,
corner Don Gaspar avenue and
e

Water Street, concerning the condition of which there is great complaint
and the city administration hauled
over the coals by citizens and property owners. Mr. Berger called at
the office of the New Mexican this afternoon and stated that one of his
reasons for ihis visit to the city at
this time is for the purpose of fixing
up the premises and putting them In
decent condition and in repair.
on

Page
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Leading

36.

Goods Honse in tne City.

Dry

KHARLES WAGNER
Furniture Company.
Upholstered Furniture,
Dressing
Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Ranges and Desks, Etc., Just Received.

EMBALMING

AND

UNDERTAKING

A SPECIALTY.
J06-- 8

San Francisco St.

.

Night Call 'Phont

bamawsTM,,,iii

'Phone

N,

10,

1

.ljl.,..'i:lll.!:.l,ri

HOUSEHOLU

LI

Keep Busy Until Ycu Find
PRICE $3.00.

D. S. LOVUTZKI

Goods Sold on Easy Payments. Large Stock

of Picture Moulding.

asa
res

Santa Fe Concrete Block Company
'Reference: Quality of Blocks Produced.

SEE OUR NEW FACE PATTERNS

GEO. S.

ZBLUHSTT,

ZMI'GKR.

NEGRO TERRORIZES
TOWN OF GALLUP.

p

When in need of anything in the
printing line, such as wedding cards,
Invitations,, briefs, call on the New
Mexican Printing Company, where
all work is guaranteed.

J

When Ycu Want io Buy,
Sell cr Fxclfrfe"

Eight.)

Gallup, N. M., Aug. 23. This town
was terrorized yesterday afternoon by
a heavily armed negro who robbed
the home of a local physician, securand considerable aming a
munition.. When local officers attempthe put them
ed to arrest the hold-uto rout with a fusillade from a brace
of
and escaped. , When
last seen he was headed for" Albuquerque.
It seems that the negro started on
his wild career Thursday, when he
held up a band of Navaho Indians with
whom he was gambling, near Fort
Defiance. He boarded a freight train
near that point and started for Gallup. He was put off by the train crew
before he reached his destination and
showed his disapproval of this by riddling the caboose with bullets.
A reward of $75 has ibeen offered for
him dead or alive and the officers at
a close
Albuquerque are keeping
watch on all incoming trains.

Hi

New Lot of Iroq and Brass Beds

States, returned yesterday to Santa

Fe, he was accompanied by his wife
and her mother, Mrs. Caroline Stevens, of Detroit, Michigan. Mrs. McHarg has been in' delicate health for
some time and came here with her
husband in the hope that the change
of climate would prove beneficial.
They have taken apartments at St.

(Continued
4

FRIDAY,

THE NEW MEXICO

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
AND MECHANIC ARTS.
Institution giving an intensely prictlcsl education.
y
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasant-situated in its own grounds of 400 acres in tho beautiful
Am

Mesilla Valley.
Four full years of college courses in agriculture, mechanic arts, domestic
aelonce and general science; short courses in agriculture, stenography, and
A faculty of 40 instructors; 230
assaying- - 890,000 worth of equipment.
of the
students no in attendance.
Military Instruction by an officer
U. S. Army.
Large Parade and athletic grounds. Commodious Girl's
winter climate at an
Dormitory, undei the best management. An ideal
.'
altitude of 3,800 feet.

LUTHER POSTER, President
(P. 0.) Agricultural College,

N. M.

Xx
AUGUST

FRIDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

1907.

23,
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CITY TOPICS

MINOR

See

Fot High Grade Tailoring
Over 600 Samples of the Finest
Woolens to Select From.
Our New Fall Samples
are in. Come and
See Them at
Our Store.

i

!EE IF

1

well-to-d-

GUABAK TEIED
4 Per Cent on Time Deposits
OF DEPOSIT

ON CERTIFICATES

A ND

The Junior Auxiliary will meet to
morrow afternoon with Mrs. Palen.
Mart, Shaffner and Marx make the
swellest clothing, and we sell it. Na-- I
than Salmon.
S. B. Grinishaw and family yester-- !
day moved into their new home at
21 G Grant avenue, which they recently
purchased and remodeled.
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Miller yesterday
became the proud parents of a baby
Kill, their first child. The little one
weighs eleven pounds. Mother and
babe are reported as doing well. Mr.
Miller is bookkeeper and accountant
in the office of Territorial Auditor W.
G. Sargent.
Just received a complete line of
Hart, Shaffner and Marx clothing now
on display In our window. Nathan
Salmon.
Nineteen homeseekers
arrived at
Estancia today via the Santa Fe Central and the Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway to look into conditions in the Estancia Valley with a
view to becoming
there.
.settlers
They are from Kansas and Oklahoma
and
citizens.
Milton J. Ueberer yesterday severed
his connections as manager of the undertaking department of the Wagner
Furniture Company. He has not yet
decided as to his future plans, but he
has several propositions under consideration. He may go into the undertaking business at Estancia.
The Wagner
Furniture Company
wishes to announce to the public that
it has secured the services of R. E.
McLeod, who will have charge of its
undertaking department. Mr. McLeod
is now in the city and assumed his
duties with the firm yesterday. He is
a licensed embalmer of experience,
and conies highly recommended as
being courteous and efficient in his
profession.
The selection of 'Solomon Spitz, the
well known Plaza jeweler, as a member of the City Board of Education,
vice A. C. Ireland, Jr., removed from
the city, Is a wise and proper one and
meets with the approval of all good
citizens. If the Board of Education
will make as good a selection to fill
the vacancy existing by the removal
of Jose Segura, it will do more good
work for the public schools of this
city and please parents of pupils.

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

Place your account with ui NOW,
and when, a little later on, you may
want to borrow money for any purpose whatsoever, you will find ut amply able and disposed to accommodate
you on the very best terms and rates
obtainable anywhere.

If you have valuable

papers of any
as
insurance
such
notes,
deeds,
kind,
papers, etc., why not rent one of ur
Safety Deposit boxes, where your
f
papers will be safe In our
fire-proo-

vault?

MAS

60.

8LFELP

,

LARGEST WHOLESALE HOUSE IN NEW MEXICO
Prepared to Fill Small or Large Order for Anything in

GROCERIES, HARDWARE, IMPLEMENTS, SADDLERY
CROCKERY, DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, BOOTS,
SHOES, HATS, MILLINERY, CLOTHING

Compare Our Goods and Prices. V e Can Supply you
Houses. Try Us.
Quicker and Better Than Far-of- f

CHAS.
AUU QU XRCUC,

00.

223
afc

N. M.

ms

la vkoa,

n.

u.

SANTA AOAA, H.

M.
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ROB3ERY WAS NOT
MOTIVE FOR KILLING

PEOPLE TELL EACH OTHER
ABOUT GOOD THINGS.
Twelve years ago few people knew
of such a preparation as a Powder
for the Feet. Today after the genuine
merit of Allen's Foot-Eashas been
told year after year by one gratified
person to another, there are millions
e
who would as soon go without a
as without the daily use of Allen's Foo! Rase. It is a cleanly, whole-'- ,
some, hcalinjr, antiseptic powder to be
shaken into the shoes, which has giv- en rest and comfort to tired and ach
ing feet in all parts of the world. It
cures while you walk.
e

THAT SPECIAL SALE.
That Special Sale of Sanitary German Knamelware.
It lasts a few
days longer, but you better come
in as the pieces are going fast.

den-trific-

2- -

3- 4-

-

4-

-

5-

-

pt. Stew Pans, covered
qt. Stew Pans, covered

35c
4'tc

ql. Stew Pans covered
qt. Covered Preserving

5'c

Kettles

that the two attacked the other. The
victim was shot once through
the
lung and twice in the abdomen
with a
caliber revolver; stabbed
through the neck and breast half a
dozen times and his head split open
with an ax.
The two men escaped immediately
after the killing but Officer W. R.
Dudley of the Territorial Mounted Po
lice, is believed to have the murderers
in custody at Alamogordo. He arrest
ed two suspects there the dav follow
ing the killing as they alighted from
a southbound freight train.
--

11"

Socorro,

X.

M.,

IN SESSION.

Aug.

23.

teachers are attending the an
Body of Man Murdered in Grading nual
county teachers' institute which
f
Horribly
Camp on Belen
here Monday and which will
began
Mutilated.

t.

to renew

your Furniture, or,

ter still, come

K

11-q- t.

$1.00

Pails
Pails

'.wic

$1.00
$1.25
43c
10c
25c

Tea Kettles at $1.00 to
Skillets at 3.1c and
Drinking Cups, Sc and

Dippers, 15c and
And many other pieces at equally
low prices.
We Can Save You
Money.

bet-

in mid get a new

piece.

We have the largest stock

in the

city.

reasonably

80c

covered Preserving

Kettles
12-q- t.

TRY JAPAL A

SOCORRO COUNTY

INSTITUTE

Kettles

rl

w

T.'c

qt. covered Pn serving

It is well selected,
priced

and

We

Can

Save You Money.

Cut-of-

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

Iff
To have our

much the largest asset we have in our business.

customers say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz
can be relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive
for. Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed
only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory. It
satisfaction to buy at a 'store liko this. Erery article carries with
is a great

Professor
continue for two weeks.
E. A. Drake, assisted by Miss Watson,
Willard, X. M., Aug. 23. Robbery a teacher in the
Albuquerque public
was not the motive for the murder of
are conducting the i ' ;tit.ute.
schools,
Maa laborer employed in Barney
son's grading icamp on tJie cutoff
The New Mexican Printing Comnear here this week. In the pockets
is prepared to furnish cards de
pany
In
man
over
of the dead
$50
gold
visits
for ladies or fentlemen on
were found.
in first class style
at
short
notice,
So far the victim's name has not
reasonable prices, either engraved or
been learned, although he has been
Call on the New Mexican
identified as one of three peons from printed.
at
the camp
Mexico who went to work
If you cannot nfford to pay for a
several weeks ago. They all slept in
daily
paper, subscribe for the Weekly
the same tent and it is presumed they
New
Mexican Review and get the
result
with
the
engaged in a quarrel
cream of the week's doings. It is a
is a bright and newsy paper published
by the Xew Mexican Printing

H.

3. KAUNE

6

CO.

it our guarantee.

I
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i

1

SQPTTT7

Try a Pail of

CAPITAL COFFEE

LIVERY STABLE

Handsome Cup and Saucer
in Each Pail

Per Pail
FINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES, SIN6LE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HACKS.

NO. 9

GALL UP 'PHONE

New Breakfast Food

WHOLE WHEAT

CHAS. CLOSSON.

0c a Package

PRICE'S CELERY
FOOD

HIT THE RIGHT FEED

when you strike this establishment
We handle nothing but
FIRST-CLAS-

FLOUR

S

AND FBED.

Those who ave "ealt with us don't
have to be told how excellent our specialties are. And those who don't
know our flour and feed are losing
something every day they remain unacquainted. If you are one of these
you should give ui a trial order at

Cents.

Was 12

1

0c a Package

1

GOLOBHDO

FRUITS

BHD

CfiLlFORNIfl

OF (ILL KINDS

once.

Sole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL 8T0CK FK)D.

LEO

Indigestion
Stomach trouble is but a symptom 0f, and not
In Itself a true disease. We think of Dyspepsia,
Heartburn, and Indigestion as real diseases, yet
they are symptoms only of a certain specifio
Nerve sickness nothing else.
It was this fact that first correctly led Dr. Shoop
in the creation of that now very popular Stomach
Bemedy Dr. Shoop's Restorative. Going direct
to the stomach nerves, alone brought that success
and favor to Dr. Shoop and his Restorative. With,
out that original and highly vital principle, no
such lasting accomplishments were ever to be had,
For stomach distress, bloating, biliousness, bad
breath and sallow complexion, try Dr. Shoop's
Restorative Tablets or Liquid and see for your,
self what It can and will do. We sell and cheer,

BERRIES
1

Ths Stawart Iron Works Company
' CINCINNATI, OHIO
Whnpn

Poni'O rwoivpil

tho tlii.'liost Awiml,

World's Fiiir, St. Louis,
"oll .l'liil,"
cwmimiciil
you can tiny.
IWM.

funce
Tim mom
t li ii u a ruKDuctublewoud fence. Why
Vi'ictj
loit ri'itlui'd your oll one- now with a Ufat. at- -

triK'iive iituM

rebuts.

(Ivor Hl iIchikiih of Iron Kcnro.

Iron Flower Vane,

N'U',

etc., uuuwn iu our ciuuioKura.

IS

surprise you
CALL AND
BEB

ua

WIAIL

Cheaper also than allowing the
town herd or the village burro
to wander over your lawn and
yard.
Why not enclose that Cemetery Lot! Give some protection
to the graves of your loved
ones. We shall be glad to quote
you prices. Remember it Is the
famous Stewart Iron Fence.
There Is none to equal it in
price or quality.

CRDE RS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.

Everything in Hardware

west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
10 from the south, and No. 3 from
the east.

TIME TABLE ALL LINES.
Entering and Leaving Santa Fe
Compiled According to Schedule
of Trains Now in Effect.
,
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
No. 1 Southbound leaves Santa Fe
1:40 p. m.
No. 2. Northbound
arrives Santa
Fe 5:2S p. m.

HENRY KRICK
Sole Agent for

'

emp's St. Louis Beer
'

All kinds of Mineral

Water

And Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer.
;
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
)Mall orders promptly filled, 'Phone 38.
No. 42G. Eastbound
leaves Santa
Montezuma Avenue, Santa O, N, M,
Fe 11 a. m.
No. 425 Westbound arrives Santa
ICECREAM!
Fe 4 p. m.I am prepared to furnish Ice Cream
and Ice3 in any quantity. Call up
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA
'Phone 15 or at Bacon Ice Houses for
FISCHER DRUG STORE.
Branch.
prices. If possible send In orders 24
Arrive at Santa Fe Station.
or 48 hours In advance.
No. 721
11:10 a. m.
B. G.JAMES.
1
No. 723
6:50 p. m.
No. 725
10:55 p. m.
Any Flavor You Desire.
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
We will deliver Soda Water in any
No. 720
8:25 a. m.
quantity to any part of the city.
No. 722
4:20 p. m.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
$10 SINGERS SIO
No. 724
7:40 p. m.
No. 720 connects with Numbers 10
Fun Sals
and 2 east, and No. 3 limited, west at
Lamy.
No. 722 connects with No. 1 west at
CTTIXJTWn. TUT APMTMiTQ
Lamy.
:
No. 1 carries El Paso sleeper,
(Sboond Hasd)
No. 724 connects with. No. 7 and 9,
in city.
The only first-clas- s
4
8
eastbound.
and
westbound, and
Second to none in Territory.
Main Line Via Lamy,
Call Early At
No. 1 stops at all stations.
Pour first-clas- s
artists : :
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
11.50
Electrical Baths
to Albuquerque to discharge passen25
Other Baths
gers from Santa Fe.
8ifle Pis
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m a
(Parlors located West
r
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
W. (1.

Dr. SIlOOBS

fetorative

FE-Lam- y

SODA WATER

KERR'S
Parlors
Capital

TWO SINGER

IFKICIE SIO

HERSCH

Wholesale and Retail Dealers la
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POT ATOE3, SALT AND SEEDS.
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA
FE, NEW MEXICO.

CHEAPER ALSO.

MANUFACTURED B 1

will

fully recommend

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Line. Drivers Furnished Rates Right.

YOU

$1.00

I

We Sell Iron Fence

PHONE NO. 83.

Maimlactwing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

.J..

Low Prices

Subscribe for the Daily Xew Mexi
can and get the news.

I

IRON FENCE CHEAPER THAN WOOD

IE

26.

....

'in

irrnn
iychh,

FioprieTDf

SB

STORE,

i

SANTA FU NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. JB.
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Santa Fe Central

(Homestead Entry No. 7117.)
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

SOCIETIES.

FRATERNAL

HOTEL ARRIVALS
RailPalace.

way Company

MASONIC.
Rhoades and wife, J. B. SulJ.
livan, Denver; R. S. Balthorpe, New
Montezuma Lodge, No.
York; C. J. Fox, I,. Cherns, St. Louis;
1, A. F. & A. M. ReguJ. T. Murray, Denver; M. B. Edmis-tos- ,
lar communication first
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; J. H.
InMonday of eac.i month
Trilby, Philip Dewey, Indianapolis,
X
at Masonic Hall at
diana; Boon Ingalls, Carlisle,
7: so p. m.
D.
Clare
True, Winifred BarR. H. HANNA. W. M.
AlbuPh.
E.
Giraldl,
low, Espanola;
.LAN R. McCORD, Sec'y.
querque; Cyper Vabrem, Flagstaff,
Arizona.
Claire.
Santa Fe Chapter, No.
W. H. H. Llewellyn, Las Cruces; D.
1, R. A. M.
ReguJ. Leahy, Las Vegas; Mildred Navius,
lar convocation second
El Paso; A. R. Cheever, Roswell;
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
Philadelphia;
George P. Williamson,
7:30 p. m.
Walter M. Taber and wife, Walter G.
H. K. Gilmoulk,
S. SPITZ, H. P.
Taber, Glorieta;
Owensboro, Kentucky; J. A. Burling- ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Sec'y.
ton, Pecos.
Normandie.
Santa Fe Commindery No.
D. B. Anderson, D. L. Groce, Stan1, K. T, Regular conclave
ley; P. C Martinez, Arkansas City,
eannn d QotnrHQW In oonh
C.
C.
Frank
Ogden, Stanley;
Kansas;
month
at Masonic Hall
Rlndal, East Las Vegas; Mrs. Frank
7:30 p. m. C. J. CRANDALL, E. C.
O.
D.
Roberts,
Hull, Albuquerque;
H. F. STEPHENS, Recorder.
Kansas City.
Coronado.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
M. A. Smith, J. B. Wilson, W. C.
Smith, C. B. Luck, Stanley; Thomas 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
P. Hopper, Sherman, Texas; C. L. Brl-leW. O. Hale, Mulvane,
Kansas;' on the third Saturday of each month
st 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Mrs. P. M. Bacon, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corFor an Impaired Appetite.
invited to attend.
dially
To
the appetite and
Improve
CHARLES
A. WHEELON, 32,
a
few
the
strengthen
digestion try
Venerable Master
loses of Chamberlain's ftomach and
F.
HENRY
STEPHENS,
14, Sec.
DeLiver Tablets. Mr. J. H. Seltz, of
troit, Mich., says: "They restored rv
I. O. O. F.
appetite when impaired, relieved me of
a bloated feeling and caused a pleas'
ant and satisfactory movement of the
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2. I. O. O. F.,
bowels." Price, 25 cents. Sample free. meets every Thursday evening in Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco Street,
Visiting brothers welcome.
MAX KALTER, N. G.
LEO HERSCH, V. G.
OAVID L. MILLER. Sec'y.
V.

Ken-tuckk-

Effective

August

Sunday,

North Bound

South Bound
No

1

3 36 (

4
4 29 l
6 49 p
8 19 p
7 5U p

9)

Altl No

L.v...,autoFe...Arr
'
"

u

1

4Up
I V. p

. Statioui.

Ml
22
41
62
61

"

"
"
"

69

"

81

Kennedy....
Staulev ... "
Morlarty... "
Mulntoih...
"
Kitauo-a...- .
WMard.... "

Arr....Torruo..Lve

116

fc,

1907.

11,

2

5 28 p
4 29 p
3 38 p
6.2IM) 3 00 p
7,000
6,050
6,870

2 3R

6,1711

p

8,140 2 13 p
6.125 12 41 p
6,475 11 15 a

Freight, Passenger and Steamship
business.
Pullman bertha secured by wire.
At Santa Fe, with
Connections:
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Kennedy, with Atchison, Topeka &. Santa Fe Railway. At Torrance with El Paso & Southwestern
System.
8. B. GR1MSHAW,
General Freight and Passenger Agent.

S

Ml it.

&

Flit I

m Ci

PASSENGER ARKS i SCHEDULE

Excursions

In Effect September 1, 1907.
Auto

No. 31

Car

Monday
Wed.

Daily
Kx. Sun.

Fridoy.
7 00
7 25

a. ra
a. in

lMi.ni
8 20 a. ra
9 10
9 10
9 63
10 20

11 30
12 20

a. m
a. m
a. m
a. in

a in.

p. m.

',

7

00

7

45

a. in
a. in

No.

21

Tuesday
Thursday

Saturday

00a. ra.
11 40 a. m.
18 25 p. m.
12 40 ). m.
i r ). in.
1 50
p. m.
11

i

2

00 p. m
20 p. m

W0,

1

Dully
4 00
4 23
4 43
5 00
5 10
5 50
5 55
6 In

p. m.
p. in.
p. ra.
p. in.

6 30

p. in.

Miles

No.

from
Haton

STATIONS

Leaves

0

Arrives

p.
a.
40a.
U 00 a.
11 10 a.
iLv. t ,0 25 a.
10 is a.
I AT.
9 53 a.
9 35 a.
'.'."'.Lv!

PRESTON
KOEHLKR. JUNCTION....
KOEHLHU
VERM K JO

p.m.
p.m.
:n.
p.
p. m.

CERROSOSO

ty

CIMARRON
JUTE PARK

Ar'.'.'.'.'.

60

12 15
11 57
1

No3C

Car

Dally
Ex. Kiin.

Dally

RATON, N. M
CLIFTON HOUSE

13

Auto

2

m.
m.
in.
m.
m.
in.
rn.

m.

5 55
!;5 10

Miles

Friday

6
6
5
5
5
1
4
3
3
2

m.

p.
p.

Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo, Colorado, and Return.
To Denver and return, $21.10.
To Colorado Springs and return

To

Monday
Wednesday

1

85
05

p.
p.
p.
20 p.
10 p.
05 p.
05 p.
45 p.
15 n.
40 p.
40 p.
45

m
m
m
ni
in
m
m
ra
m
m
m

$18.15.

To Pueblo and return, $16.35.
On sale until September 30, 1907.
Final return. October 31, 1907
allowed at and east of
Pueblo.
Summer Tourist Rates to Chicago and
St. Louis and Return.
To Chicago and return, $54.75.
To St. Louh and return, $48.10.
On sale daily until September 30,
1907. Final return limit October 31,
Stop-over-

No. 20

STATIONS

from

Tuesday
Thuri day

Des

Moines

Saturday

Leave

0
11
22
25
81
42

DES MOINES. N. M
CAPULIN VEGAS

Arrive
,

VIGIL

THOMPSON
CUNNINGHAM
CLIFTON HOUSE JUNCTION
CLIFTON HOUSE JUNCTION
RATON, N. M

Arrive)J
Lea e.
Arrive

42
49

(

Leave
Arrive
Leaves

10

00

9
8
8
8

25

a. m.

a. m.

a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
700 a.

45
30
05
7 30
7 20

m.
m.
m.

s

1907.
Los Angeles and San Francisco,

m

in.
in.

with Kl Paso Southwestern Fy. truin 124, arriving in Dawson, N. M at 6:10 p. m.
with El Paso Southwestern Ry. train 125, leaving Dawsou, N. M. at 10:05 a. ir .
Van Houten, N. M.. meets trains at Preston, N. M.
with Stage to and from Taos and Elizabethtowii, N. M.
Track connection with A. T. & S. F. Ry., at Raton and Preston, with C. & S. Ry. at Des Moines, and E. P. & S. W
Ry. at Verraejo. N. M.
Cimarron, N. M . is depot for following stations In N. M.: Coate, Ponil Park, Rayado and Red Lakes,
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following stations in N. M.: Arroyo Seco, Aurora, Baldj, Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabeth-town- ,
Lobo, Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red River City, Talpa, Taos, Twining and Valdez.
F. J. nP.nMAN.
w a nnnMAM
i VAnrnniTTuxr
Gen. Passenger Agt.
Vice Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Superintendent.
RATON, N. M.
RATON, N. M.
RATON, N. M.
Connects
I Connects
8 Stage for
i Connects

allowed anywhere
1907.
Continwest of Barstow, California.
uous passage up to Barstow.
Jamestown Exposition, Norfolk, Vir- ainia, April 26 to Nov 30, 1907.
$88.25
Season ticket

(A brief outline of

Points of Interest
in and about the City of Santa Fe.
A Guide for Tourists.)
(July, 1907.)
The Plaza. Under the care of the
Woman's Board of Trade. Here Onate
camped and set up the banner of
Spain in 1598. Here the Pueblos in
the uprising of 1680 burned the archives and historical records of the
Province. Here De Vargas halted in
triumph after taking the city from the
Pueblos in 1G92. Here General Kearny
planted the Stars and Stripes in 1846.
Most ot the thrilling historical and
gala events for the past three hun
dred years have centered here.
The Old Palace
Without doubt the
oldest governmental building in the
United States. Date of construction
variously set from 1598 to 1607. Occu
pied as executive building by Governors under the Spanish, the Pueblo,
the Mexican and American regime.last
occupied as a residence by the present
Acting Governor James Wallace
Ceded by the Federal government to the Territory, the present
owner, but which has voted to recede
it to the Federal government as a
National Monument. It is at present
occupied by the postofflce, the Historical Society Museum, the Daughters of
the American Revolution and the Territorial Republican Central Committee.
The Historlcai Society Museum.
In Old Palace. Open free to visitors,
from 10 to 12 a, m. and 2 to 4 p. m. on
weekdays, and 2 to 4 p. m. on Sundays.
Contains fine collection of New Mex
ico antiquities and the most complete
library of books relating to the history
of the Southwest to be found In the
United States outside of the Congressional Library.
Ben Hur Room. In Old Palace.
Here Lew Wallace, while Governor of
New Mexico, completed Ben Hur. Key
given to visitors at the postofflce.
Soldiers' Monument. In Plaza
Erected by the Territory. Much criticized because it refers to the Confederates as Rebels.
Lamy Fountain. In Plaza. Erected
by Woman's Board of Trade in memory of the late Bishop Lamy, who introduced the orchard Industry at Santa
Fe and surroundings.
The Kearny Monument. In Plaza.
Erected by the Daughters of the Amer
lean Revolution.
Masonlo Bull ing and Hall. On
Ray-nold-

south side of Plaza. Oldest Masonic
Lodge in the Southwest. Many interesting historic relics in lodge room.
Kit Carson was a member of th!s
lodge.
The onda At southeast corner
Plaza. End of the historic Santa Fe
Trai). Now Exchange Hotel.
WITHIN FIVE MINUTES' WALK
FROM PLAZA.
Roman Catholic Parochial School.

r

On

Water Street.

Public
Library. On Washington
Avenue. Built and maintained by the
Woman's Board of Trade.
Federal Building. Headquarters of
Federal Land Office, Internal Revenue
Service for New Mexico and Arizona,
Surveyor General, Weather Bureau,
Forest Supervisor of Pecos, Jemez and
Taos National Forests,' U. S. Attorne
for the Pueblo Indians, and other Federal officials.
Kit Carson Monument. In front of
Federal building.
The Oourt House. On Palace Avenue. Contains County Offices and
Court Rooms.

Saint

Vincent's

Sanitarium.

On

Palace venue.
Saint Vincent's Orphans' Hom- eOn walace Avenue.
Saint Vincent's Hospital. On Palace Avenue.
Loretto Academy. O n College
Street. Oldest School for Girls west
of the Missouri. Quaint cemetery In

rear.

Loretto Chapel. On College Street.
One of the most perfect specimens of
Gothic Architecture in America. Built
from design by French architects.
Loretto
Convent. O n C o 1 le g e
Street. Occupied by Sisters of Loretto.
On Ca.Archbishop's .Residence.

thedral Street.

Residence.

On Cathedral
Street. Aljoining is the beautiful
Garden"
with
historic
"Bishop's
spring, lakelets and fine orchard.
Cathedral. On Cathedral Square.
Original rttucture commenced in 1612,
destroyed in 1680. Modern structure
not complete. When complete to have
twin steeples and to be cruciform.
Contains a number of paintings Ly old
masters. Reredo behind altar was
arected v Governor del Valle and his
wife in 1761. Fine old paintings and
rich vestments in rear of Cathedral.
From here start annually the famous
Corpus Christi and the historic De
In rear of altar
Vargas processions.
Bishop's

two Franciscan Friars, murdered ,by
the Indians, are buried.
TEN MINUTES' WALK FROM
PLAZA.
San Miguel's Church. On College
Street. Believed to be oldest church
building in the United States still
used for public worship. Built either
in 159S or 1007. Destroyed in 1692.
Rebuilt in 1710. Renovated in recent
years. In rear of auditorium stands
bell cast in Spain In fourteenth century. Vespers Sunday evenings at 6
o'clock, attended by Christian Brothers and pupils of adjoining Saint
Michael's College. At other times, admission 25 cents. Adjoining is the
oldest cemetery in the South- - est.
Presbyterian Mission School for
Girls. Grant Avenue.
The Mary James Mission School
for Boys. On Federal Street.
The Santa Fe High School. On the
Old Fort Marcy Military Reservation
famous in military annals and after
abandonment granted to the City of
Santa Fe for public school purposes.
The Garlta. On the hill below and
west of Fort Marcy. Ancient Spanish
fortress along walls of which
and traitors were executed. Ad
joining oldest cemetery In the United

25, 1907.

He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Cristino Rivera, of Cowles, N. M
Torlvlo Gonzales, of Cowles, N. M.,
Trinidad Apodaca, of Cowles, N. M.,
Enriques Rivera, of Glorieta, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
DOWN WOMAN.
Many a woman who is weak and all
run down, would thank Dr. Laurltzen
from the bottom of her heart, if she
would only try Lauritzen's Health Table Malt or Malt Tonic, because it
would surely make a new woman of
her. For sale by,
H. S. KAUNE & CO.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Phone 38.
A POOR, RUN

cents you can now
For twenty-fivinsure yourself and family against any
bad results from an attack of colic or
diarrhoea during the summer months.
That is the price of a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy, a medicine that has , never
been known to fail. Buy it now, it
may save life, for sale by all druggists.
e

CUTE

TO
The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and Nevada;
To Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo is Via the

$73.60
ticket
..$57.25
ticket
On sale until Septembar 30, 1907.
Final return limit on all tickets ex
tickets, Nov. 30, 1907; 15cept
day ticket Nov. 20, 1907.
Round trip summer tourist rates to
lr-da-

Pacific

Denver & Rio Grande Railway

y

-

y

Coast points.

Also

Through the fertile

For information as to rL.es, train service,
criptive literature, etc, call on or address
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.
Denver, Colo.

1--

G. H. DONART,
Agent A. T. & S. F. Ry.

Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera, and
arrhoea Remedy, Better Than

Dl

an Luis valley; also to the

an Joan country of Colorado.

Arizona,

British Columbia, Idaho, and Montana points. Very low rates effective
daily until September 15, 1907.
Sacramento. Cal., September
National Irrigation
1907, fifteenth
To Sacramento, Cal., and
Congress.
return. $50.90. On sale August 29, 30
and 31, final return limit October 31.
Summer tourist tickets to San
Francisco, Cal., on sale dally until
Rate, $50.90
September 15, 1907.
round trip; liberal stopovers; final re
turn limit October 31, 1907.

Three Doctors.
Three years ago we had three doc
tors with our little bo;- - and everything
that they could do seemed in vain. At
last when all hope seemed to be gone
we began using Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy and in
a few hours he began to improve. Today he Is as healthy a child as parents
States.
could wish for." Mrs. B. J. Johnston,
Guadalupe Church. On Guadalupe Linton, Miss. For sale by all druggists,
Street. Over a century old. The altar
For sale at all druggists.
paintings and those In the sacristy
are of especial interest.
"GOOD ROOMS."
Saint Michael's College. On Col
can get a good room at the
fou
lege Street. Oldest school for higher Hotel NormanJIe at a very moderate
education of boys west of Missouri.
price, either by the week or month
Campus Includes athletic grounds. Ton will be gainer by calling there
Conducted by Christian Brothers.
lwwkert.
before engaging room
The Capitol. Dedicated 1900 replac
ing that destroyed by Incendiaries in
DeWitt'a Kidney and Bladder Pills
1892. All Territorial offices and Ter
are best for backache and weak kid
rltorial library in' building. Fine view
neys. Sold by The Ireland Pharmacy.
of city and mountains from dome. In
Capitol park are to be found larger
The New Mexican Printing Comvariety of trees than in any other pany is prepared to furnish cards de
park in New Mexico.
vlslte for ladies and for gentlemen qii
Old House. On De Vargas Street short notice in first class Btyle at reas
opposite San Miguel Church. Trad! onable prices, either engraved or
tion has it that It was built by Pueblo printed.
Call on the New Mexican
Indians long before Spanish occupa- Printing Company.
tion and was occupied by Onate In
1598. It has been continuously occu
Blank certificates of births and
pied since but upper story was re- deaths required to be furnished by
moved in recent years while interior
physicians, midwlves, nurses and other
has been frequently renovated. With attendants at such occurrences, for
out doubt the oldest continuously oc sale at the New Mexican Printing Of
cupied house in the United States.
fice. Low. rates and in quantities to
suit Either In the English or Span
All order will re
Subscribe ' for the Dally New Mexi ish languages.
ceive prompt attention.
can and get the news.
mile-factor-

ber

1-- 4

4

y

Fifteen-da-

SIGHTS OF SANTA FE

1--

1-- 2

DIRECT

Stop-over- s

Sixty-da-

August 19, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Jose O.
Rivera, of Cowles, N. M., has filed no
tice of his intention to make final five
year proof in support of his claim, viz:
Homestead entry No. 7117, made July
section
10. 1902, for the S 2 SW
section 30, Township
SE
29, E
17 N, Range 12 E, and that said proof
will be made before register and receiver at Santa Fe, N. M,, on Septem-

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile
Lin"- at Torrance for Roswell daily.
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12 noon. Automobile leave0 Res-we- ll
for Torrance at 1 p. m., and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. ra. The fare
between Santa Fe and Torranco Is
B. P. O. E.
$5.80 and between Torrance and Roswell $10. Reserve seats oi auto-.o-bl- le
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
by wire.
holds its regular session on the second
J. W. STOCKARD,
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Automobile Line.
Manager
Visiting brothers are invited and welcome.
R. H. HANNA, E. R.
Kodol for Indigestion and Dyspep.
J. D. SENA, Sec'y.
sia is a preparation of vegetable acids
and contains the same juices found in
FRATERNAL UNION.
a healthy stomacjk It digests wlut
you eat. Sold DfiUhe Ireland
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America. Regular meetings
rst and third Mondays in each month
IT'S COLD HERE.
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall,
Our beer sales have almost doubled
San Francisco Street. Visiting Frat-er- s since installing a modeern
sanitary
welcome.
system. You can always find a little
M. E. ORTIZ, Fraternal Master.
cold bottle here of either Blue RibGREGORIO RAEL, Treas.
bon, Schlitz or Lemps. Phone 94.
OAVID GONZALES, Sec'y.
The Club.

fornia, and Return, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays.
On sale until September 30, 1907.
To Los Angeles and return, $41.90.
To San Francisco and return, $51.90.
Final return limit November 30,

t

v:,

Cali

a?WT.

august

friday,

I

des-

F. H. McBRIDE, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.

Mi

fPilffliBSSiS
BATH POWDER
Perfumed Luxury for the Bath,
Softens Hard Water. Better
-"w than Perfume. 25 baths,

RICE POWDER
Best Toilet powder. Antlseptically
pure. Relieves sunburn and
chafing. Best (or
----25
AT ALL STORES
baby.
OR MAILED RY II.
a f am

A

25'

25

cents,

A CAN

i

LiSJ

CHARLES W. DUDROW

s

-

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
ALL KINDS OP BUILDING MATERIA L

Cord and Stove Weed Extra Eiy, Cut (o Fit YcurStove
CERR1LLOS '
Delivered to Any
I
and HAG AN
Part of the City

AA R

fFb

TRAN8FER and f TOR AGE; We Hani Everything Movable
Phone

1

35

Santa Fe. Branch

Office and Yards

at Cerrillos, N.

M.

INCORPORATED

H. B. Cautwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
....
.".",)'
Grain, Flour and Potatoes, Stationery,
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.

J

PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAII, ORDERS

3

SANTA FE, N. M.
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23,
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The aC3
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System leading

East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
Paso and
points East to San Francisco, Los Amgeies, ,E1
Old Mexico.
1,000 business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet, laid
out with broad 80- - and
streets, with alleys 20 feet
70-fo- ot

wide,

M nj

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico,
Located on Belen Cut-of- f
of Santa Fe R'y

with beautiful lake and public park and grand old

shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000 ; churches ;
large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent Roller
Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels,
Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several
restaurants, etc. Belem i3 the largest shipping point for

ALL FAST

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots olFered are in the center of the city, well
graded
(many of them improved by cultivation); no sand or
We need a

gravel.

first-cla-

ss

bakery, tailor shop, shoe

bouse, jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill, coal and wood

yard, drug store, harness shop, etc. etc.; also a
modem hotel.

first-clas-

s

Our prices of lots are low and terms on easy payments;
title perfect; warranty deeds.
d
purchase money,
cash.
may remain on note, with mortgage as
One-thir-

Two-thir-

JOHN BECKER, President.

city in the near future cannot be estimated.

MAIL AND

EXPRESS,

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,

BELEJI TDWJMSITE

wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Mexico.
Its importance as a great commercial railroad

LIMITED

t

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary.

security, for one year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.
Apply at once for map and prices if you wish to secure
the choicest lots.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
This is wise for several
reasons
"1st. A much lower grade o ore
can be used.
"2d. The amount of coal in use in
for
any capacity is about
room, "inthe oxide plant as against the spelter FOR RENT Furnished
office.
this
at
quire
plant.
"3d. The labor for plants of an
FOR RENT Nice furnished room.
as
equal capacity is about one-thirtrating plant.
205 Palace Avenue.
Inquire
against the spelter plant.
"The company is sinking a
"4th.
for
The
tonnage
equal
plant
shaft east of the old Nit
FOR RENT Furnished room, close
shaft. Diamond drilling is to be taken cf ore has a capital cost of about
in. Apply W. D. New Mexican.
the
up later to explore at depth
"5th. The recovery in an oxide
amount in a lateral way.
FOR RENT Modern
is much higher than in a spelbrick
plant
"Concentration. The ores from the ter
house. Good location. O. C. Watson
plant.
Kelly camp are, in general, to be
"Cth. The residues from an oxide & Co.
compared to the usual run of complex plant are much better suited for a
sulphides of the west, varying in sus- copper furnace than the residues from FOR SALE
Slightly used piano, $5
ceptibility to treatment in different a
$1 a week. Address this
spelter plant.
down,
much
of
'but
the
mine,
parts
higher
"Plans have been drawn and work
in zinc, lead and copper.
commenced on the machinery for a
"The occurrence in the magnetic 200-tooxide plant in units of 100 WANTED
Lady cook
Carpenters'
Black Jack or marmatite, combined tens each."
Indian School. Call room 4,
mess,
with a slightly magnetic
hematite,
Xormandie Hotel.

the dip of the vein, 30 degrees, the ore
will drop more or less underneath the
stopes. In this way there will be very
little shoveling of the ore, and min(Continued from Page Three)
ing costs will be reduced to a very
A
low
of
solutions.
figure. The skips raise the ore
study
mineralizing
audeposits lead one to believe that from the general levels and dump
solutions deposited the ore heav- tomatically into cars which are tramand richer at depth; that' also med along a trestle to the concen-

MINES AND MINING;

the
the
the
ier
the deposits extend laterally further
at depth, because they were nearer to
the source of the solutions, and consequently under greater pressure. This
view is substantiated by the opening
up in the Graphic mine on the Waldo
tunnel, some 250 feet below the Gth

level of the Kelly mine, of a body of
,?,5 per cent zinc sulphide, 95 feet thick
C00 feet long and of a height of 200
feet.
"As the foregoing crude description
will indicate,' the ore bearing zone
Is some 11,000 feet by 2,000 feet, with
a vertical depth proven of some 500
feet. Naturally the complete development of this area can only foe made in
Ume. The large bodies of ore now opened up in the upper workings which
can be cut through Jn many 'places,
the general trend of the ore being
downward, point with fairly sure evidence, to the fact that at depth the
will grow thicker.
Mining Methods.
"Mining. Under the present plans
mining will he done efficiently. A
15'x4'.6" shaft is
large
now being sunk, which is 170 feet 'below the old Paschal shaft. This shaft
has two skipway compartments with
a steel gallows frame. The skips are
direct-motiohoisted by a balanced,
Danville
the
built
hoist,
by
Foundry and Machine Company.
The third compartment is for pipAt each landing a
ing and man-walarge storage bin of ore, with gate actuated by compressed air, holds the
ore delivered by the dumping mine
cars. These mine cars come from the
stopes which are now being connected by drifts to the levels on the new
shaft. In general, ore bins are being
built underneath the stopes to deliver the ore from the mining cars.
"As the sulpiride usually follows
it

n

spelter plant.

WANTS

one-thir-

d

d

one-thir-

six-roo-

n

renders direct magnetic concentration
DeWitt's Little Early Risers don't
not exceedingly attractive. This fact sicken or
gripe. Small Pills, easy to FOR RENT Pleasant rooms, newly
also complicates the use- of the mag- ':ake. Sold
by The Ireland Pharmacy.
furnished, detached house, yard,
netic roast on the Wilfley roaster, folporches, rent cheap. Apply 434 San
lowed by treatment on the Ding's magPORTALES BOY GETS
Francisco street.
netic machine.
-

"The crushing and jigging to eliminate gangue and coarse galena is advisable.
Accordingly a mill with a
capacity of 30 to 40 tons per hour is
being built by Traylor Engineering
Company. This is equipped with a 15
x24 inch Traylor crusher, two large
Traylor rolls and a
Hancock jig.
"In addition, a picking belt will alg
low a partial separation by
of the zinc and lead ore.
"The opening up in the past few
months of a good body of high grade
ore, averaging 45 per cent zinc, removes for the present the necessity
of a complicated concentration plant
with magnetic roasters, and magnetic
Furand electro-stati- c
separators.
thermore, it Is the intention of the
company to build at Canon City, Colorado, a plant for the production of
zinc oxides and zinc-leapigment
rather than a concentrating and a
hand-pickin-

TERRITORIAL

Roswell Automobile Co.
Mail and Passenger Line between Island
train, due at 2 a. m.
Roswell, N. M., and Torrance, N. M.,
Running time between the two
daily, Sunday included, connection points five hours, meals furnished at
with all trains on the Hock Island and Camp Needmore, free of
charge.
Santa Fe Central Railways.
Excursion parties accommodated by
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
notifying the company two days in
Leave Torrance on arrival of Rock advance.
Agents for the Buick Automobiles, one of the best known and Best
Machines for all p urposes on the market.
Two of the best known and bes t machines for all purposes on the
market Address all communication s and inquiries to the

Roswell Automobile Co
New Mexk.

Roswell,

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

SCHOLARSHIP.

iPortales, N. M., Aug. 23. Under
the act passed by the last Legislative
Assembly making an appropriation to
pay the expenses of one student from
each county to attend one of the Territorial educational in"titut.lon the
commissioners of Roosevelt County at
their meeting last week appointed
Roy Smith, of this town.
The young man is the son of Mrs.
Maude Smith, a widow, and is fifteen
years old. He chose the University
at Albuquerque and will leave to take
up his studies when the fall semester
convenes.
The selection was a deserving one and met with universal
approval.
The provision under which the appointment is made gives him free tuition and $200 expenses per year for
four years.
..

d

Advertise in the New Mexican.

I will open a private school the first
Those desirMonday in September.
ous of seeing me call at 115 Cerrillos.
Mrs. N. M. Brumbeck.

i

WANTED One hundred laborers to
sort ore; $1.75 per day; steady work.
Santa Fe Gold and Copper Mining
Company, San Pedro, N. M.

SOCORRO BURGLAR
IS SOON CAPTURED

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Farga
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexic
and all Foreign Countries
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES, Agent

Confesses to Robbery of Store in Gem
City Stolen Goods Are Found in
His Possession.
Newcomb,

Collins and

Company's

mercantile store at Socorro was burglarized late Monday night or early
Tuesday morning and articles of various kinds were stolen to the value
of about $125. The robbery was not
discovered until the store was opened
for business Tuesday. Following the
burglary a young man was arrested at
Blmendorf station on suspicion and he
turned out to be the burglar according to advices received in Santa Fe.
It is , reported that pistols, watches
and other articles found in his possession were identified as being part of
the stolen property, and he finally
His name
confessed the robbery.
could not be learned.
DeV tt's Carbolized Witch Hazel
Salve l metrates the pores and heals
Sold by The Ireland
quickly.

Parts of the World.

All

Rdbbe? Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOUESELP WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COUESE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, EEMEMBEE A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE AEE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE
THEY
SAVE TIME, A'ND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

Price-lis- t
15c
Stamp, not over 2$ inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
Online Stamp, over 2 and not over 3 inches long. .20c
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c.
e
Stamp, over 3 and not over 5 inches long. . ,25c
'
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
e
35c
Stamp,, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
One-lin-

e

One-lin-

Don't Ruin Your Best Horse Going for a Doctor
Bowel complaints are always more or less prevalent during the Summer
months, and many a man has ruined his best horse going for a doctor
when some of his family was suffering from cramp colic or cholera
morbus. Be prepared for such an emergency.

.

Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
Is the most successful medicine yet produced for these diseases and can
No doctor can prescribe a better medicine.
always be depended upon.
is
be
almost
certain to
It
needed before the Summer is over. Buy it now.

' The New Mexican Printing Company keeps on hand a large assort-blank- s
are carefully prepared in accordance with statute and will be
Reductions in
found satisfactory.
who purto
those
are
made
prices
chase in quantity. Blanks necessary
in making homestead entries, or final
proof theron, desert land entries or
final proof thereon, coal declaratory
statements and In securing mining
claims also kept in stock and for sale
by the New Mexican Printing:

SHORT ORDER MEAL 3.

Printing

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-ha- lf
inch in size, we charge
for one line for each

reasonable rates. Lawyers, who
to have their briefs printed
and correctly and to present them
to the Supreme Court now in session
here on time, should call on the Nei
I Mexican
Printing Company.

de-sid- e

rap-Idl-

inch or fraction.

$1.00
50
.35
, . .
Regular line Dater
Defiance Model Band Dater
1.50
Rubber
1.50
Wood
and
Cut.
Signatures,
Stamp
1.00
Pearl Check Protector
ch

le

SELF-INKIN-

G

STAMP PADS.

1Jx2J, 10c; 2x3J, 15c; 2x3$, 25c;
50c; 4x7$, 75c.

Com-

pany is prepared to do the best 6f
brief work in short order and at very

one-ha- lf

DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town and date for ten years
Ledger Dater month, day and year in

Fac-Simi-

The best short order meals are now
being served at the Bon Ton Restaurant. The best cooks and waiters are
employed at thli place.
The New Mexican

One-lin-

2x4,

35c; 3Ji6J.

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

PW

11EXICA!I PR1J8TIJIG CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

'
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the Big Jfew Stock of BATIj and TOILET SOAPS

I

SOAPS

J

You Will Then Inflow Why So

fjaiiy People Boy Their Soaps of Us

THE IRELAND niAPHC ACT"
BUTCHERS! Personal Mention.

BAlS,

ULCEUS,

(Continued from

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
N.

350 iian: Friaaiciscci

Street,
No.
4. Meat Markeil
Grocery Telephone
Telephone No. 49.
MINERAL WATER.

1.45

Half-gallon- s

85
Quarts
In California oil we are selling the
We have opened up a fresh shipment of Mineral Water, which we White Cross brand of guaranteed pure,
first pressing oil in glas.s and tin as
quote as follows:
below:
$3.23
doz
35c;
large,
Apollinaris,
2.00 Large bottles, each
$ .90
Apollinaris, small, 20c; doz
50
Medium
each
A p e n t a, Hungarian
bottles,
Aperient
25
Small bottles, each
Water, large size, each, 3iic;
2.25 Half gallon tins, each
1.75
doz
Coyote Water, each, 15c; doz..,. 1.05
Soda Water, large, each, 35c; doz. 1..G5
BAYLE CHILI SAUCE.
Soda Water, small, each, 10c; doz. 1.00
The regular price of Bayle's Chili
NEW HONEY.
Sauce is 20c per bottle. For the pres
ent we. can soil this delicious condi
Las Cruces new alfalfa Honey is ment at
12V2c
now on sale, very white and well filled,
. 20c
FERNDELL PRESERVES.
per frame

CRUCES CANTALOUPES.

Fae

Four)

C. E. Newcomer, who recently resigned the position of chief clerk at
ho Territorial penitentiary to accept
a position as deputy. United States
marshal under U. S. Marshal C. M.
Foraker has gone to Albuquerque
where he has entered upon the discharge of his duties.
George II. Van Stone, manager of
Mercantile
the Hughes
Company's
stores at Estancla and Morlarty, arrived in the city last evening to meet
his wife and children who have just
returned from California. Mr. Van
Sit one
and his family left today to
thcrlr home at Estancla.
A. M. Dettelbach, secretary of the
New Mexico Firemen's Association,
returned today from Albuquerque, Socorro, Las Cruces and other points in
central and southern New Mexico. He
went there for the purpose of working
up interest in the forthcoming convention and tournament of the firemen,
which will be held during fair week
at Albuquerque.

EXPECTS RECORD
PRICES FOR LAMBS

3

MEDIUM PRICE PRESERVES.
New shipment of rtpe Olives. We
sell as follows; ripe Olives are
We have a line of pure fruit PreOlive Oil and therefore very
serves
in tin at 12c per can. These
healthful and nutritious.
Gallon cans, medium fruit
$1.25 are composed of CO per cent fruit, 25
25 per cent sugar and 15 per cent apple
Pint cans, medium fruit
1.75 juice.
These are really very superior
Gallon cans, large fruit
40 value for the money.
Pint cans, large fruit
15
Trial size, large fruit
SOUP.
OLIVE OIL.
Libbey, McNeil & Libbey are putWe have the two best things in ting out a very superior article in
cans of concentrated Soups.
Olive Oil that the world affords. In one-lb- .
in each can for six portions.
Moro
we
Tomaso
offer
oil
Enough
imported
$ .25
genuine Italian oil in cans as follows: Two cans for
1.25
Gallons
$2.75 Per dozen cans
one-thir-

d

1

i.

COAL s WOOD
Anthracite Furnace,

Cerrillos Lump,
Monero Lump,

Smithing Coal,
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Anthracite Mixed.

CAPITAL COAL
Office Garfield Avenue, near

Phone No. 85.

ITA.'RID.

A., T. and S. F. Depot.

v,

DUDR0W & MONTENIE
U'

Tumble Down Adobe Building on Don
Gaspar Avenue an Eyesore and
Menace to Public Safety.

Civil

A committee of citizens, taxpayers
and property owners this forenoon
called at the office of the New Mexican and the spokesman made a declaration of the present unsatisfactory
condition of affairs and requested that
the views of the citizens whom this
committee represented, be published
for the information of all concerned.
The New Mexican agrees with the
statement which appears below, made
by this committee, and calls attention
of the mayor and city council to its
The conditions
contents.
painted
therein exist and the statements contained therein are true. The spokesman of this committee said:
"The old adobe building, corner Don
Gaspar avenue and Water street, owned by William M. Berger, is an eyesore and a disgrace to the city. In addition, it is in a very dangerous conditio) and certainly a public nuisance.
For two or three years the city administration has made efforts to have
the debris removed.
This, however,
has been simply talk and nothing
If
tangible has been accomplished.
the city administration is not aware
that its efforts in the direction of removing the nuisance have been unavailing, the mayor and members of
the city council should visit the spot
and satisfy themselves as to what
should be done.
"The ruin, unfortunately, is on one
of the main streets of the city, and
nolens volens, the horrible sight it
presents makes a very bad impression
on travelers, tourists and sightseers
who come to the city for a few days
or weeks. It has been of great detriment in several directions. This is
one of the many nuisances which
should be abated by the city council
and that promptly. This should have
immediate attention. If a law suit is
to be had over the removal, let it
come. The city can stand it. There
is plenty ' of legal talent here to defend and plenty of money to spend for
such use.
"It is understood that a paper will
be circulated in the city by citizens
and property owners condemning the
Inaction and disregard of public interests by the city council. The people
are tired of the "do nothing" policy.
No sidewalks are being constructed
and some of the unprogressive people
who care nothing for the public good
and who, by resolutions and ordinances, are required to put down sidewalks, pay no more attention to these
ordinances and resolutions than they
would to an edict from the Empress
of China. Taking all in all, conditions
are very unsatisfactory. People are
disgusted. The best interests of the
The unicity are being disregarded.
versal opinion is that the city council should either do something or resign and let others who will do something take their places."

A controversy over the ownership
of several claims In the Indian Creek
and Macho Canon mining
districts
has culminated in the filing of two
civil suits in the district court of
Santa Fe County. The plaintiffs in
both cases seek possession of the mining claims involved in the litigation
and damages In each cause in the sum
of 1,000.
Attorneys Catron and Gortner have
been retained as counsel
for the
plaintiffs in the two cases. Anthony
Jacob Gabriel, George
Dockweiler,
Hemlor and Albert Dick are the plaintiffs in one suit and Anthony Dockweiler the complainant in the other.
Hugh. Player and J. A. Burlington
are named as the defendants in both
actions.
In the suit brought 'by Messrs. AnHemler
thony Dockweiler, Gabriel,
and Albert Dockweiler they seek to
have the defendants cease from tres
passing on the Sylvester and Dewey
lodes in Macho Canon which the
plaintiffs claim possession of by right
of prior discovery and location.
Anthony Dockweiler seeks the same
relief in his case which involves the
possession of the Mayflower No. 1, and
Mayflower No. 2 mines in the Indian
Creek district.

All

Kinds of Picture Framing
Day Phone 35

0 ID ROWS OFFICE BUILDING.

and Livestock
Glorleta Mercantile
Company, spent part of this week here
accompanied by his wife and son. Mr.
Taber has just returned from a visit
to the sheep herds owned by the company now grazing about twenty miles
west of Santa Fe on the Rio Grande,
where the grass is good and water is
in abundance. The fleecy animals are
doing very well. This year's lambs
are especially thriving. Mr. Taber expects to realize the highest prices ever
paid for lambs in New Mexico. He
thinks the average will' be from $3.50
to $4.50, according to weight. Wethers
will also bring good prices and will
probably average $4 per head. The
wool crop this year was very fair and
the woo of a good grade. In south
and west Santa Fe County much rain
has fallen during the past few weeks
and agriculture, range and live stock
conditions are very satisfactory.
At Glorieta station much business
is being done
in handling mining
props, telegraph poles and cord wood
from the pine forests on the Pecos
River, and the station business there
is quite lively.
Mr. Taber expects to send his young
son, Walter G. Taber, to the New Mexico Military Institute at Roswell, having come to the conclusion that this is
one of the finest and most successful
educational institutions in the Southwest. Mr. Taber has noticed several
young men, residents of this city, who
have, attended the school during the
past few years and has been very favorably impressed with their demeanor,
behavior and acquirements.

WILL RETURN
E AS r TOMORROW
General Torrance and Party of Cap!'
talists Royally Entertained at
Albuquerque.

General Francis J. Torrance, of
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, and party of
friends, capitalists interested in the
projects and plans of the Santa 'Fe
Central Railway Company and allied
interests, who have been in Albuquer
que on a visit to Delegate W. H. An
drews, will leave that town tomor
row morning on No. 10, in their special car, and will reach here during
the forenoon. They will remain here
until sometime in the evening and
then leave for Torrance where their
car will be attached to train No. 2 on
the El Paso and Southwestern Railway for Kansas City and Chicago.
While the party had a very rough
trip through the Estancla Valley, examining the Hagan coal fields along
the line of the Albuquerque Eastern,
on account of the inclement weather
and great rainfall during the visit
there, its members are very well satisfied with the result of the trip.
They were royally entertained In Albuquerque, tooth by the Commercial
Club and by citizens, and were shown
everything of Interest in the city.
Their stay in the Duke City was made
very pleasant.

The New Mexican Printing Corn,
pany has on hand a large supply oi
INVESTIGATION TO
writing tablets and scratch pads suit
able for school children, lawyers, merBE CONTINUED
Socorro, N. M., Aug. 23. The plans chants and also for home use, which
There will be no discontinuance of for the big fair to be held here the will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
the investigation into the alleged il- last of September are assuming shape aud cheaper If ordered in larger quaD
legal land transactions now being con- and the biggest gathering of the kind titles. These tablets are made from
ducted in New Mexico, according to a ever held in this section of the Ter- the odds and ends of the best paper
statement yesterday afternoon by Spe- - ritory will be the result. Never be- obtainable, and you are getting double
when bofbig
General fore has such enthusiasm and interest your money' wwi
Assistant to the Attorney
shown.
Ormsby McHarg, who has just re- been
Plenty of money has
When in need of anything In the
turned to the city arter conferences been raised for the fair and a systemwith President Roosevelt and Attor- atic advertising campaign is being printing line, such as wedding cards,
invitations, briefs, call on the New
ney General Bonaparte. Mr. McHarg conducted.
Mexican Printing Company, where
declined to discuss the status of toe
all work is guaranteed.
Advertise in the New Mexican.
investigation further than that.
LORETTO

Residence:
Upper Palace Avenue (Amado Chaves House), Nights and
Sundays. Telephone, No. 142.

IT DOESN'T COST

1

1

ANYTHING

H

TO COME
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of Service

Washington, Aug. 23. Senator Dick
of Ohio, who has come to bo regarded
as the champion in the United States
Senate of the organized mil'Itia of the
country, has also extended his interest to the regular army. He is now
in Washington in consultation with
officers of the army and navy in respect to the proposed increase of pay
In those branches of the service. The
navy is interested in this service because in many cases its pay and allowances are by statute based upon those
given to the army.
It Is absolutely necessary to grant
an increase of pay, especially for the
enlisted men, if the army is to be
maintained at anything like its present standard. Senator Dick thinks.
He cites as an example of the impossibility of getting recruits or
at the present rate of
pay; that a few weeks ago he saw a
company of infantry on a practice
march in which there were but six
enlisted men.

SECRETARY TAFT
AT ST. LOUIS TODAY
Great

Crowd of Spectators Greeted
at Station Next Stop Will
Be Oklahoma City.
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 23. Secretary
of War Taft arrived this morning from
Lexington, Kentucky, and was met at
the Union Station by United States
Senator Warner, former Judge Franklin Ferris and others. As he passed
through the great crowd of spectators
assembled, he frequently paused to
shake hands. He was escorted to an
automobile and driven to the Planters
Hotel, where he was the guest of honor at an informal breakfast.
This afternoon he proceeded to
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, where he
A light rain
will speak tomorrow.
Secrendered the day disagreeable.
retary Taft was taken for a short tour
around St. Louis and was tendered a
reception at the St. Louis Club, after
which he took the 2:30 o'clock train
for Oklahoma City.
Him
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The New Mexican Printing Company has the largest, most modern
and best arranged book bindery In the
Tu best kind of work
Southwest.
only turned out. Prices very low am'
satisfaction guaranteed. If you hav
books to bind, whether the largest
ledger or journal, or magazines and
pamphlets or need any other binding
call for figures, samples and prices of
the New Mexican Printing Company.
The company is anxious to serve you
and will give you satisfactory rates.

Butchers' shipping certificates, such
as are required by law, printed In
blank form by the New Mexican
Printing Company.

ACADEMY
N. M.

in

"A SPECIAL"
For sick folks. Your attention la
called to the fact that our whiskey
is bought In bond and purity Is abso- mtely guaranteed.
THE CLUB.
Telephone 94.

AROUND.
VISITORS ARE ALWAYS
THEY BUY OR NOT.

The Biggest Curio. Store In the West
AND INDIAN WARES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS AT
ELEGANT STOCK OF NAVAJO
COUNTER PRICES.
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
FINEST LINE OF MEXICAN DRAWN WORK IN CITY.

MEXICAN
BARGAIN

;

I

'I

WHICH THE GENUINE
CURIOS COME.

8ANTA

INDIAN

Look for the Old Mexican Cart.

301-30-

vr

Tubercular Patients

No

MAIM.
3

A

NEW MEX.CO

oi

'J

J. S. CANDELARIO,
THE CURIO

(PE

MODERN APPLIANCES FOR
TREATMENT OF SURGICAL 5
5
CASES.
HOME COMFORTC.
SKILLED PROFESSIONAL V
TREATMENT.
Jp
TRAINED NURSES, v

the Place

You Can't Miss

ultted.

San Franoisco Street.
OPENS, SEPTEMBER

It

SANITARIUM.

Cor. Water St. nod Gaspar

THIS IS THE HOUSE FROM
AND MEXICAN

1

is Imperative.

Santa Fe,

LOOK

WELCOME WHETHER
;1

Senator Dick of Ohio, Says Increase in Salaries in This Branch

U. S.

SOCORRO FAIR PLANS
ARE MATURING RAPIDLY

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND
EMBALMERS

'

Suits Are Result In Which Plaintiffs Seek Possession and Damages in Sum of $2,000.

i

These goods are pure fruit and
granulated sugar, nothing else. Fruit Walter M. Taber Believes the AverLas Cruces Cantaloupes, the best is higher. Our price on these goods
age Will Be From $3.50 to $4.50,
that come to this market, are in good is the same.
According to Weight.
$ .40
supply; each, 10 to 15 per crate. .$4.50 Mb. jars, any kind
2.25
lb. jars
"nr'"r
RIPE OLIVES.
Walter M. Taber, manager of the
half-doze- n

CITY SHOULD
DISPUTE OVER
SEEKS BETTER PAY
ABATE NUISANCE
MINING CLAIMS
FOR SOLDIERS

3,

1907.

.....

...--

APPLY FOB TERMS.
.1

'J

ad- jj
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